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Abstract 

This dissertation considers the segmental durations of speech from the viewpoint 
of speech technology, especially speech synthesis. The idea is that better models 
of segmental durations lead to higher naturalness and better intelligibility. These 
features are the key factors for better usability and generality of synthesized 
speech technology. Even though the studies are based on a Finnish corpus the 
approaches apply to all other languages as well. This is possibly due to the fact 
that most of the studies included in this dissertation are about universal effects 
taking place on utterance boundaries. Also the methods invented and used here 
are suitable for any other study of another language. 

This study is based on two corpora of news reading speech and 
sentences read aloud. The other corpus is read aloud by a 39-year-old male, 
whilst the other consists of several speakers in various situations. The use of two 
corpora is twofold: it involves a comparison of the corpora and a broader view 
on the matters of interest. 
 The dissertation begins with an overview to the phonemes and the 
quantity system in the Finnish language. Especially, we are covering the intrinsic 
durations of phonemes and phoneme categories, as well as the difference of 
duration between short and long phonemes. The phoneme categories are 
presented to facilitate the problem of variability of speech segments. 
 In this dissertation we cover the boundary-adjacent effects on segmental 
durations. In initial positions of utterances we find that there seems to be initial 
shortening in Finnish, but the result depends on the level of detail and on the 
individual phoneme. On the phoneme level we find that the shortening or 
lengthening only affects the very first ones at the beginning of an utterance. 
However, on average, the effect seems to shorten the whole first word on the 
word level.  

We establish the effect of final lengthening in Finnish. The effect in 
Finnish has been an open question for a long time, whilst Finnish has been the 
last missing piece for it to be a universal phenomenon. Final lengthening is 
studied from various angles and it is also shown that it is not a mere effect of 
prominence or an effect of speech corpus with high inter- and intra-speaker 
variation. The effect of final lengthening seems to extend from the final to the 
penultimate word. On a phoneme level it reaches a much wider area than the 
initial effect. 
 We also present a normalization method suitable for corpus studies on 
segmental durations. The method uses an utterance-level normalization approach 
to capture the pattern of segmental durations within each utterance. This 
prevents the impact of various problematic variations within the corpora. The 
normalization is used in a study on final lengthening to show that the results on 
the effect are not caused by variation in the material. 
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 The dissertation shows an implementation and prowess of speech 
synthesis on a mobile platform. We find that the rule-based method of speech 
synthesis is a real-time software solution, but the signal generation process slows 
down the system beyond real time. Future aspects of speech synthesis on limited 
platforms are discussed. 

The dissertation considers ethical issues on the development of speech 
technology. The main focus is on the development of speech synthesis with high 
naturalness, but the problems and solutions are applicable to any other speech 
technology approaches.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Speech is a highly evolved way of communication between people. It has 
advantages making it superior to any other ways to communicate, though it is 
not free from errors (Ohala 1986). However, speech is error-tolerant and robust 
in noisy environments, even when the ambient noise is speech or other human 
generated sounds like coughing (Ohala & Shriberg 1990, Warren 1970, Warren 
& Warren 1970, Bashford et al. 1992, McDermott & Oxenham 2008).  

As the speech is considered to be such a practical way to communicate 
between people, its usage has slowly shifted to the human-machine interaction. 
Natural and synthesized speech has become a familiar way to pass information 
between the user and the system. The Finnish Broadcasting Company (YLE) 
offers subtitles for television programs in synthesized speech and car navigators 
guide drivers by voice. However, machines are far behind when it comes to the 
perception capabilities of humans. Especially, the information needs to be 
passed somewhat unnaturally compared to human dialogue. It is said that 
modeling user behavior is the most challenging part in creating spoken dialog 
systems (e.g. Shin et al. 2002). Still, there are attempts to create a truly 
conversational human-computer interface (Allen et al. 2001). Hakulinen et al. 
write about multimodal spoken dialogue systems: “While some users can learn 

to use a system just fine with just a static manual or even without any guidance, 

others have many problems in learning the style of interaction required in 

human-computer spoken dialogue.“ (Hakulinen et al. 2007). In such multimodal 
systems that mix spoken language dialogue with a touch screen or a similar 
modality, the speech is used to support the dialogue with the computer. It has 
been suspected that speakers may feel hesitant speaking with computers, 
especially in public, but in their study Lamel et al. (2002) showed opposite 
results. They found out that 87% of the participants of their study said that they 
would use speech if the system was located in a train station (Lamel et al. 2002).  

Speech recognition is developing at a fast pace, but it has not reached 
such universality in everyday technologies as synthesized speech has. Some, e.g. 
the Stopman system (Turunen et al. 2005, Turunen et al. 2006), make use of 
speech and multimodal interfaces and are publicly available. This system 
provides timetables for public transport via mobile phone. The Stopman system 
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has served since 2003 and has received satisfying feedback from the users 
(Turunen et al. 2005, Turunen et al. 2006).  

At the same time, speaker recognition is subject to thorough research to 
be implemented as a liable biometric identification system. Speaker recognition 
embodies two different tasks: identification and verification. Speaker 
identification answers to the question of who is talking, whilst the verification 
refers to the problem whether this voice belongs to the person he/she claims to 
be. Recognition is possible even in real time (Kinnunen et al. 2006) and text 
indepently (Hautamäki 2008). Speaker recognition is described in detail by 
Campbell and Reynolds (Campbell 1997, Reynolds 2002, Kinnunen & Li 2009).  

Research on the segmental durations is a part of speech technology in its 
very core. Speech technology is increasingly concentrating in modeling human 
behavior as naturally as possible. The speech recognition has to overcome the 
problems with natural, free-style speech (Deng & Huang 2004). The speech 
synthesizer methods need to improve naturalness without losing too much 
flexibility and the selection-based systems need to become more flexible (see 
e.g. Kasuya et al. 1999). This development towards naturalness requires high 
intelligibility while maintaining naturalness and abilities to communicate in a 
more natural manner with the machine. Therefore, the study of segmental 
durations is a part of the development towards higher naturalness.  

On the other hand, we address intelligibility that must be separated from 
naturalness. High intelligibility in a speech synthesizer means that the synthetic 
voice is clear and the speech sounds are easily recognized but it does not have to 
sound natural or human-like. Intelligibility is important in such cases where the 
surrounding noise is loud or the situation is otherwise challenging in terms of 
hearing, e.g. in cars and railway stations. Similarly, the intelligibility is an 
important factor when creating a speech synthesizer for visually impaired 
people, who listen to the synthetic speech at a very fast pace, close to the eye-
reading speed. In such situations the speech synthesizer should be modified to 
amplify such effects that are known to enhance intelligibility. Intelligibility in 
speech synthesizers has been studied e.g. by Venkatagiri (2003) and Logan et al. 
(1989).  
 

1.1 Speech segments 
 
A speech segment can be defined as any possible well-defined unique member 
of a group of speech sounds which forms sequential and continuous segments in 
the speech flow. Common segments are utterances, words and syllables, but 
others like phones do exist and can be formed. A segment can be or include 
acoustic silence, e.g. a part of a plosive sound or a pause, but segments must be 
uninterrupted sequences in time. 
 Traditionally, speech and written language are segmented into syllables. 
However, the definition of a syllable in speech is disputable (see e.g. Kenstowicz 
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& Kisseberth 1979, Trask 1996). R.H. Stetson suggested in the first half of the 
20th century that syllables are chest pulses, which can be described as “little 

ripples on the larger expiratory wave” (Kelso & Munhall 1988, p. 25). In a 
frame content/theory in the field of evolution of speech production the syllable is 
defined as a cycle of continual mouth open-close alternation which can be 
interpreted as a syllable (MacNeilage et al. 1984, MacNeilage & Davis 1990, 
MacNeilage 1998). There have been several efforts to define the universal 
syllable in speech and language by numerous researchers (see e.g. Kenstowicz & 
Kisseberth 1979). In Finnish, the syllabification rules are quite straightforward, 
though not completely (Karttunen 1998, Karvonen 2005). Problems arise 
especially with combined words and loan words. Combined words may be 
inseparable without the knowledge of the semantics, e.g. ‘maanoja’ can be 
syllabified as ‘maan-oja’ (‘a ditch of ground’) or ‘maa-noja’ (‘ground support’). 
In loans words, the single speech sounds should not be taken into different 

syllables, e.g. ‘Por-sche’ in which the ‘sch’ is a single sound /�/. This is different 
in Finnish, because in Finnish each letter mainly represents one speech sound.  
 In this dissertation, the common speech segment is a phone. A phone is 
a representative of a phoneme, e.g. in the word ‘osa’ (‘a part’) there are three 

phonemes /o/, /s/ and /�/, but if the word is pronounced, each speech sound said 
aloud is a phone. Harris (1951, p. 64) describes phonemes as follows: “We may 

try to group segments into phonemes in such a way that all the segments of each 

phoneme represent sound having some feature in common which is not 

represented by any segment of any other phoneme: to use articulatory examples, 

all segments included in /p/ would represent the feature of lip closure plus 

complete voicelessness (or fortisness) which would not be represented by any 

other segment.” In other words, the phoneme is the smallest segmental unit in 
speech flow that has phones with similar acoustic features within the same 
phoneme and is distinguishable from other phonemes by these features. Using 
phones as segments is not uncontroversial by some views since traditionally 
syllables are considered to be the smallest reasonable speech segments. In 1987, 
Dennis Klatt said "One of the unsolved problems in the development of rule 

systems for speech timing is the size of the unit (segment, onset/rhyme, syllable, 

word) best employed to capture various timing phenomena." (Klatt 1987), and 
this dispute is still ongoing. Segmenting speech into phones is criticized to be 
artificial since acoustic features of phones overlap (see e.g. Browman & 
Goldstein 1990, Turk et al. 2006). On the other hand, when the annotation into 
phones is done by a trained phonetician (instead of an automatic annotation 
algorithm) using appointed segmentation criteria, the result can be coherent. In 
this dissertation, the corpora are annotated by hand by phonetician Jussi 
Hakokari, MSc, and the annotation is iterated several times to correct any errors. 

In a corpus-based study the corpus size is crucial for statistical analysis. 
Usually it is not meaningful to study single phonemes since e.g. short vowels are 
phonologically close to each other. The articulatory movement is similar and the 
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acoustical features are similar if compared to any other phoneme. Similarly, the 
statistical analysis is easier when the sample size is kept as large as possible. E.g. 
foreign phonemes are scarce in the corpora at hand (see e.g. Paper IV).  

To overcome these setbacks the phonemes can be categorized into 
proper sets. This is done by dividing the phonemes into vowels, diphthongs, 
plosives and non-plosive consonants. The categorization is based on the 
similarity of the articulation movement of phones in the same phoneme 
category. Also, the phonetically long and short segments are kept in separate 
categories. This gives us seven categories of phonemes:  
 
Phoneme category    Abbreviation 
Short Vowels     V 
Long Vowels     V: 
Diphthongs     D 
Short Plosives     P 
Long Plosives     P: 
Short Non-plosive Consonants   C 
Long Non-plosive Consonants   C: 
 
Other categorization methods can be justified, but there is a need to keep the 
number of categories low, which increases the sample size. 
 

1.2 Segmental durations 
 
The term segmental duration refers to the measurable quantity of a speech 
sound. The quantity of speech sound is therefore measurable in time. Physical 
quantity differs from the phonological length of a speech sound. The 
phonological length refers to the perception of the speech sound in a language, 
and usually it cannot be measured in such a simple way as physical quantity.  

Finnish is a quantity language, which means that there are long and short 
speech sounds in the language. Phonologically, short and long phonemes are 
written in Finnish with one or two letters respectively, see e.g. the Finnish words 
‘tuuli’, ‘tuli’, and ‘tulli’ (‘wind’, ‘fire’, and ‘customs’ respectively). In the first 
example, there is a long /u:/ sound (‘uu’ in the word ‘tuuli’), which distinguishes 
it from the second example, which has a short /u/ sound. Similarly, the short /l/ 
and the long /l:/ distinguish the last two words. To the listener, the difference 
between a long and a short segment mainly lies in the physical quantity. The 
double letter is spelled with longer duration, but the duration is relatively longer 
than the short segments in the speech. Therefore, the long and short segments 
cannot be differentiated merely by time. The duration of a long or a short 
segment depends on the surroundings. Also, it is known that the long and short 
segments have several other cues which distinguish them.  
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Lehtonen (1970), among others, noticed that long segments affect the 
duration of the surrounding segments. Similarly, in the vowel space of the first 
two formants the long vowels are more peripheral than the short ones (Lennes 
2003). O’Dell (1999) studied the plosive sound /t/ in Finnish and found that 
“Evidently there were other factors besides 'pure timing' which affected at least 

a majority of perceptions for a majority of listeners“. O’Dell, however, does not 
reveal which the other factors are. Later, O’Dell (2003) studied the matter 
further in his dissertation and found out that, for example, the fundamental 
frequency plays a crucial part in the perception of phonological length. 
However, the view selected in this dissertation focuses on the physical quantity 
of time. The phonological length is also considered, but only from the 
categorization point of view.  

Here the term segmental duration refers to the absolute or relative 
duration of such segment. Absolute duration means e.g. milliseconds whilst the 
relative duration is a coefficient that uses surrounding or similar segments to 
define its value by comparison. E.g. a segment’s duration can be 86 milliseconds 
(absolute) or 120%, which is 20 per cent longer than other segments in the 
utterance (relative). The relative duration is important when doing 
normalization. In normalization an unwanted bias and skewness is removed by 
studying segments in a relative manner. 

Information about segmental duration is a key factor in creating models 
that imitate natural speech prosody. Duration is combined with most of the 
prosody features. As said earlier, the longer duration affects fundamental 
frequency, vowel space and the duration of other segments, and possibly vice 
versa. E.g. the accent is mostly considered to be a compound of fundamental 
frequency (pitch), intensity (volume), and duration. On the other hand, in this 
thesis the interest lies mainly in the duration, not in the effects it produces. The 
segmental duration is chosen to be the center of this study and it is assumed that 
the durational effects are a result of e.g. phonetic boundaries. This means that we 
oppose that the boundary is created due to the fact that the durations preceding it 
have changed.  

Better modeling of segmental durations of speech flow increases the 
level of naturalness of speech synthesis. However, exact models of segmental 
durations in conversational and spontaneous speech, that is natural speech, may 
improve the effectiveness and possibilities of other speech technologies, e.g. 
speaker recognition and speech recognition.  
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Chapter 2 

Overview of the thesis 

 

2.1 Research goals  
 
Science in the field of speech technology is evolving rapidly. New commercial 
technologies emerge daily and consumers are slowly accepting new interfaces 
that include speech technology. This dissertation aims at leaving a footprint in 
the field of speech science and to achieve new viewpoints that will be useful in 
the vast area of speech technology. 
 The publications included form three main aspects of research. Firstly, 
we are interested in the boundary-adjacent effects on segmental durations 
concerning both final and initial positions in an utterance. To study speech using 
a corpus approach, we need to define a level of detail on which to operate. This 
is done, first, by creating phoneme categories which create subgroups of 
sufficient size. The number of individual phonemes is too low to study them as 
entities and therefore a categorization is needed. Each category can then be 
analyzed as an entity on a single phone level. Categorization is also being used 
to study segmental durations within a word. This study is called the word model 
approach and it is used for representing durations for a speech synthesizer. In the 
studies of boundary-adjacent effects we examine how the position in an 
utterance (especially initial and final) affects the segmental duration, if at all. 
Similarly, if the position has an effect, how does the alteration vary between 
phoneme categories? To study boundary-adjacent effects there is a need to 
normalize data in some cases. The boundary-adjacent areas are prone to be 
affected in terms of the length of an utterance, which could cause fallacious 
results. This problem needs to be solved with a normalization method. The 
normalization method helps to reduce intra- and inter-speaker variation which is 
a significant problem when using a corpus approach. The study of boundary-
adjacent effects is also adding on how to represent segmental durations in such a 
way that modeling and studying speech segments in boundary-adjacent positions 
is advanced. 

Secondly, we are interested in the technological aspects of creating 
speech synthesis on a mobile platform with limited resources and capabilities. In 
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this approach we want to measure what the level of efficiency of speech 
synthesis is on such a limited platform. By efficiency we mean the real-time 
capability of the speech synthesis procedure and its feasibility. In addition, we 
want to shed a light on possible enhancements for the future.  

Thirdly, there are philosophical considerations on the ethical problems 
raised by the fast development of speech synthesis. Speech synthesizers are 
quickly approaching a level where it is hard to tell whether the synthesis is 
actually a real person speaking. This raises ethical questions such as whose 
responsibility it is to assure that the synthesis is used in acceptable ways. For 
example, is it the creator’s or the user’s responsibility? What measures could and 
should be taken before the technology is on the market? These questions are 
pondered from an ethical point of view. 

The following list bundles the research goals as questions. 
1. How do the segmental durations comport in Finnish? 

a) How can we model segmental durations within a word? Can a 
word model approach be used to enhance the level of 
naturalness in a speech synthesizer? 
b) Is there an effective way to study similar speech sounds as a 
group and how can this group be justified? Why do we need 
phoneme categories? 
c) How does the vicinity of an utterance boundary affect the 
segmental durations?  
d) How can we reduce variation in the corpus approach when 
studying segmental durations? 

2. How do we implement a speech synthesizer on a platform with 
limited resources? Can it operate in real time? 
3. What ethical considerations should be taken into account when 
developing a new technology such as a speech synthesizer? 
 
In Table 1, we show how the research goals are bound to the articles 

included in the dissertation and in which chapters the research questions are 
answered.  
 

I II III IV V VI VII VIII Goal

3.1 Word models X 1.a

3.2 Phoneme Categorization X X X X X 1.b

3.3.1 Utterance initial effects X X 1.c

3.3.2 Final lengthening X X X X 1.c

3.4 Normalization X* X 1.d

3.5 Synthesis on a limited platform X 2.

3.6 Ethical issues X 3.

* In this paper we use a prototype of the normalization method

Paper

 
Table 1. In the table we show a linkage between research goals, questions and 
papers included in the dissertation.  
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2.2 Research methods 
 

To study segmental durations there are two possible approaches: one is to study 
durations in a large natural language, e.g. read-aloud sentences and/or a 
spontaneous speech corpus (corpus study), or to use controlled experiments, so-
called laboratory speech (Turk et al. 2006). It is highly controversial which 
approach is preferable, since both have disadvantages.  

This dissertation is based on corpus studies. In the future, we will use 
the term natural speech corpus to emphasize the difference from laboratory 

speech (controlled experiments). The term corpus refers to a material which 
combines annotation and the speech signal. Annotation is a marking that points 
out the start and end position of a speech segment in the speech signal. Our 
studies base on observations made of natural speech corpora. The advantage of a 
natural speech corpus study is that the speech is produced in natural situations, 
especially if compared to controlled studies. A natural speech corpus can consist 
of monologues, dialogues or sentences read aloud in a non-laboratory 
environment (e.g. radio news reading). Controlled speech experiments use 
carefully selected carrier sentences that often place a key word in a selected 
position in the sentence. The study then compares the acoustic features of the 
key word in selected positions, e.g. “I said ‘BEEF arm’, not ‘REEF arm’.” used 
by Turk & Sawusch (1997). Sometimes, the key word is a nonsense word used 
to restrain any content that might affect the reader. A nonsense word does, 
however, represent the syllable structure of the studied language, e.g. in Finnish 
“mipatu”, “matupi”, and “mupita” used by Suomi & Ylitalo (2004). We decided 
to use a natural speech corpus due to its undeniable correspondence with natural 
human speech. It does not include nonsense words and it is by nature more 
improvisational without planning or spontaneous, even though the text is read 
from a paper, when the reader does not knowingly read it for a speech study and 
the text is not intended for research purposes. However, some criticism must be 
expressed of the natural corpus study approach.  

Turk et al. (2004) mention that the advantages of speech in natural 
situations are more or less outweighed by several reasons. First, they claim that 
the accuracy of the segments is dependent on the accuracy of the automatic 
segmentation algorithm. Secondly, they point out that some prosodic effects may 
be obscured when normalization is not successful. Finally, they remark that 
some prosodic effects may be lost due to the correlating prosodic factors 
affecting the result (see e.g. van Santen 1994, Campbell 1992). In our approach, 
the data annotation is not done by an automatic segmentation algorithm but a 
trained phonetician. Secondly, we have used a normalization method (Paper VI) 
which resulted in very similar results as seen in our previous studies (Paper V, 
Paper II). Thirdly, we believe that a statistical analysis can reveal interesting and 
new information even from a natural speech corpus, if it is done with well-
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designed experiments and with sufficient precision. We do agree that some 
skewness or bias may be embodied in the results due to the correlating prosodic 
effects, but we doubt if the results themselves are in fact consequences of 
correlating effects. So far we have received some criticism towards our 
approach, but it has mainly been based on false predictions or misunderstandings 
towards our methods. The criticism is discussed in greater detail in the following 
chapters. 

The material used in this research is somewhat two-fold. There is a 
single-speaker corpus (hereinafter SS) and a multi-speaker corpus (hereinafter 
MS). The corpora included 2,115 utterances when combined (Paper V). The SS 
corpus consisted of 967 utterances whilst the MS corpus included 1,148 
utterances. The speaking rate in the material was 750 phones per minute (SS) 
and 800 phones per minute (MS). The size of the multi-speaker corpus varied 
during the research process due to the fact that more data was annotated and 
added between the studies. Similarly, the annotation of the single-speaker corpus 
varied since new levels were added (e.g. stress annotation) and new annotation 
criteria were implemented (e.g. adding diphthongs instead of two short vowels). 
Also, the materials were consistently checked and corrected during the research 
process.  

The single-speaker corpus was read aloud by a 39-year-old male from 
Helsinki. The speaker has a relatively low pitch voice, and a considerable 
amount of final devoicing (vocal fry, “creak”) characteristic of many Finnish 
speakers. The material consists of sentences from the Finnish periodical Suomen 
Kuvalehti (Vainio 2001) and represents standard Finnish, the literary language 
of most media and formal, public events. The multi-speaker corpus is a fragment 
of FBC-1 (the Finnish Broadcasting Company) speech corpus. It consists of 
television news broadcasts and two oral presentations on the radio. It featured 
both studio newsreaders and field reporters. We have little information on the 
speakers’ identity (such as age or residence), but they all speak perfectly fluent 
standard Finnish and are clearly experienced in speaking in public. Their 
speaking rate was relatively hasty with the exception of one male reader, who 
spoke in a calmer manner. All the interviewees were excluded from the material 
because of their discontinuous speech; as opposed to the readers, they were 
audibly insecure when interviewed on the national television and tended to pause 
after every second word or so. Nothing else was rejected; interjections, 
questions, and lengthy monologues were all accepted. In the multi-speaker 
corpus there were, in most studies, a total of 15 adult speakers of varying ages; 9 
men and 6 women.  

The corpora are sometimes used separately, sometimes combined, and 
there are studies where solely the single-speaker corpus is used. The reasons are 
explained in detail in the papers with the exception that the single-speaker 
corpus was used solely when it was the only corpus at hand. The usage of two 
separate corpora was based on the idea that it would be interesting to see how 
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much the results differ between the two. Remarkably little, the study showed 
(Paper IV). 
 The studies were done by writing specific scripts that collected the data 
from the annotated material. Scripting was done by Java and the algorithms were 
checked several times by sampling. The scripts were small and simple, e.g. 
collect the durations of all short vowels in the final position of each utterance 
and save them into a text file. The data was then analyzed, usually by SPSS 
(Statistical Package for the Social Sciences software, see http://www.spss.com). 

To begin with, we must elaborate on the terms accent, prominence, and 
stress. Prominence is the easiest one to understand, because we know what 
prominent means: if something is prominent, it is contrastive from its 
surroundings or it can be exceptional. E.g. one can emphasize words written 
with capitals ‘The APPLE is red.’ or ‘The apple is RED.’ in which the 
capitalized words are prominent. On the other hand, a single word can also be 
prominent, e.g. imagine a quick warning shout ‘STOP!’.  

However, the capitalized words (apple, red) are also accented. The 
accent is on the word apple or red on the sentence level. There are several 
different levels of accent, but in our material we have no strongly accented 
words, and no moderately accented either. This is due to the nature of the speech 
corpus which is mainly news reading, radio talk, and sentences read aloud. In 
Finnish, this kind of speech does not include strong prominence. This is typical 
of standard Finnish which is used in formal situations and is used in official 
communication. Strong prominence is more likely to be found in radio plays, 
which are not included in the material. 

Stress works on the word level. For example, in the following words the 
^ sign marks the stress in the word: ‘^photograph’ vs. ‘pho^tography’. The 
stress can also be used to separate meanings, e.g. ‘By ^bus?’ vs. ‘^By bus.’, 
where the first has the raising pitch towards the end to emphasize that it is a 
question, whilst the latter is just a plain statement. However, it must be reminded 
that in Finnish the stress is always on the first syllable. 

The matter of accent was mainly discarded since we have material that 
does not include strongly or even moderately accented words. In Finnish the 
stress follows certain simple rules. The stress is always positioned in the first 
syllable of a word. The first word has the highest fundamental frequency and it 
drops towards the end of the utterance. However, the relatively high fundamental 
frequency is not the only feature of prominence. The relatively long segmental 
durations and relatively high intensity can be considered to feature with 
prominence. If we are interested in the first positions of an utterance in Finnish, 
we can safely assume that the first phones are stressed always. On the other 
hand, if we are interested in the final positions of an utterance, the phones in the 
end are mainly not stressed. At the same time, the percentage of final lengthened 
(FL, meaning that the last words or phonemes are spoken slower than the 
previous segments in the same utterance) utterances was 85-89% in 2-5 word 
utterances (Paper V), so this would mean that nearly all of the material has a 
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prominent last word if the FL is considered to be a result of accent. However, 
subjective listening of the corpora points out clearly that there is a FL with no 
prominence on the last word. In addition, we carried out a study which separated 
the prominent words from the non-prominent and showed that the FL is clearly 
not a result of prominence or stress. The results of this unpublished study and the 
matter of accent and prominence are discussed later. 
 

2.3 Structure of the thesis  
 
This dissertation is a compilation of eight of my co-authored publications from 
the past years. The publications were selected to illustrate the research work 
done from the technological, phonological, and philosophical perspectives. The 
main focus is on the phonological studies, since they cover the main part of the 
publication results. Phonological research, however, is concentrated on both 
segmental duration studies and on the technological part of developing 
naturalness in the speech synthesis as the main goal. The technological side of 
the research is, in a sense, the motivation for the dissertation, but it is also visible 
in the following topics that cover purely technological aspects of this study, such 
as speech synthesis on a limited platform. The philosophical issues or the ethical 
viewpoints at the end of the dissertation are there to enhance the technological 
perspectives.  

Although the dissertation at hand is a compilation, there are new 
unpublished information and research results included in the following chapters: 
3.1.1 Implementation, 3.2.2 Vowels and diphthongs, 3.2.3 Consonants, 3.3.1 
Utterance initial effects, 3.3.2 Final lengthening. Whenever there is a new or 
unpublished result in the text, it is mentioned separately. 
 The dissertation is divided into two parts: Research Summary and 
Publication Reprints. The research work done for this thesis is written in the first 
part, Research Summary. In the first part, the introduction chapter gives an 
overview of what the segmental durations are and why they are interesting. In 
this chapter the research goals and methods are explained as well as the structure 
of the thesis. In chapter 3 the research work is examined in detail. In chapter 4 
we summarize the dissertation as a conclusion. 

The Publication Reprints are in the second part of the thesis. The 
publications included form three main aspects of research: firstly, the boundary-
adjacent effects for segmental durations, concerning both final and initial 
positions of utterance; secondly, the technological aspects of creating speech 
synthesis on a mobile platform with limited resources; and, thirdly, the 
philosophical considerations on the ethical issues raised by the fast development 
of speech synthesis.  
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Chapter 3 

Overview of the research 

This chapter will provide an overview of the research constituting the thesis. The 
research began in 2005 in a project called “Puheenkäsittelyn uudet menetelmät 
ja sovellukset” (PUMS, ‘New methods and applications in speech processing’) 
mainly funded by the Finnish Funding Agency for Technology and Innovation 
(TEKES). In the project several Finnish speech technology companies and 
universities were joined to conduct speech-related research for four years. The 
research covered the main fields of speech research in Finland, such as 
multimodal user interfaces, speaker recognition, speech recognition, and speech 
synthesis. Our team focused on an older method of speech synthesis called rule-
based synthesizer, though when our team joined the project there were only three 
years remaining.  

At the beginning of our research work the main focus was to improve 
the naturalness of the rule-based speech synthesis without losing the 
intelligibility and controllability of the synthesizer. First, we started out by 
writing the synthesizer program from scratch. Development was divided into 
three tasks: high-level synthesis, signal generation, and phonetic phoneme rules. 
The tasks were given to a computer scientist (author), digital signal processing 
specialist Jyri Paakkulainen, MSc, and phonetician Jussi Hakokari, MA, 
respectively.  
 Once the program was at a stage where it could be used as a test 
platform for future studies, we established the first studies which aimed at 
improving naturalness by using better models of segmental durations. This 
choice of direction was the start kick for the topic of this thesis. 
 

3.1 Word models 
 

The idea of word models was born whilst reading the dissertation of Lehtonen 
(1970). In the thesis, Lehtonen studied the durational patterns of Finnish. The 
patterns are presented in the form of vowels (V) and consonants (C), e.g. ‘muuli’ 
(‘a mule’) is presented as CVVCV. The phonemic variants of long vowels and 
consonants were studied as one, so the double ‘uu’ vowel (phoneme /u:/) in the 
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word ‘muuli’ presents one durational entity or pattern. The form of presentation 
is not the invention of Lehtonen, but a commonly used way to represent word 
forms in phonetic literature.  

We call the CV structure of a word a word model, since it models the 
segmental durations on the word level. A word model represents all words that 
fall into the same category of this word form, e.g. ‘muuli’, ‘nuori’, and ‘saada’ 

(‘a mule’, ‘young’, ‘to receive’) all belong to the same word model. In our 
approach, inflected words were processed as normal word stems, e.g. ‘muulin’ 
goes to the same category (CVVCVC) as ‘soitin’ (a genitive form of the word ‘a 
mule’ and a stem of the word ‘an instrument’ respectively). This meant that we 
did not need a morphological analyzer or competent syllabification methods to 
dismantle the words being synthesized.  
 In the research work of Lehtonen (1970), the mean duration of patterns 
(C or V) varied significantly. For example, Lehtonen showed that in the word 
form of CVCCV the duration of the first vowel is about one and a half times 
longer than the second vowel (Lehtonen 1970, p. 141). Later, many others have 
studied the variation of segmental durations in greater detail (see e.g. Vainio 
2001, Suomi et al. 2003, Suomi 2007, Suomi & Ylitalo 2004). The results of 
these studies for the speech synthesis were interesting since we had so far used 
fixed segmental durations. The results signalled that by modeling the segmental 
durations better in the speech synthesis we may be able to achieve higher 
naturalness.  

In addition, it has been showed that in a quantity language, such as 
Finnish, the vowels are more peripheral in the vowel space when longer in 
duration (Wiik 1965, Lennes 2003). Though surprisingly, Heikkinen (1979) has 
found that short vowels in unstressed position have approximately the same 
quality as stressed long ones. O’Dell (1999) studied the plosive sound /t/ in 
Finnish and found that “Evidently there were other factors besides 'pure timing' 

which affected at least a majority of perceptions for a majority of listeners“. 
O’Dell, however, does not reveal which the other factors are. Later, O’Dell 
(2003) studied the matter further in his dissertation and found out that, for 
example, the fundamental frequency plays a crucial part in the perception of 
phonological length. The acoustic differences are, however, unperceived by 
listeners, and therefore the most important factor is the duration. In the end, the 
duration is the most important difference between short and long vowels. 

So, it was obvious that using constant or fixed segmental durations 
would not be the best choice when enhancing naturalness in the speech 
synthesis. To improve the naturalness of the synthesizer we have to have a better 
model for segmental durations. Similarly, the previous studies in Finnish 
supported the idea that better models for segmental durations would have a 
positive impact on intelligibility. 
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3.1.1 Implementation 
 
We borrowed the idea of the durational patterns from Lehtonen (1970) and 
adapted it to our rule-based speech synthesizer. In the adaptation we used a 
speech corpus, which was kindly given to us by Dr. Martti Vainio. The corpus is 
described in detail in his dissertation (Vainio 2001) and briefly in this thesis in 
chapter 2.2. The words in the corpus were divided into patterns of consonants 
and vowels as presented earlier, and similar words were allocated into word 
models, e.g. ‘hätä’ (‘an emergency’) and ‘nenä’ (‘a nose’) fall into the same 
word model of CVCV words. Lehtonen (1970) and several authors after him 
have shown that the C and V segments apart greatly from each other by duration. 
An example of the variation is presented in Figure 1. The material used in this 
figure is from the single-speaker corpus. 
 

 
CVCV

CVCVC

CVCVV

CVCVVC

0 100 200 300  
Figure 1. The variation of the mean duration of V and C segments in the word 
models beginning with CVCV. In the figure, the dark areas represent consonants 
(C) and the lighter areas vowels (V). The origin of the scale of duration is set to 
100ms and for the word models in the end of the first vowel. The figure is taken 
from Saarni (2005)1. 
 

Figure 1 shows that the first vowels in the word models have similar 
durations, and so do the first consonants. On the other hand, the second 
consonants have very different segmental durations.  

The variation of the segmental durations in the single-speaker corpus 
resembles the variation obtained by Lehtonen (1970). This resemblance can be 
seen in Table 2. The only remarkable difference can be observed in the last 
vowels of the word models CVCV and CVCVC. Notice that in the models 
CVCVV and CVCVVC Lehtonen used only long vowels in the position of VV, 
whilst the comparison is made with a material that includes diphthongs, vowel 
pairs and long vowels in the same position. In the latter case, different vowels 
form two entities, and a single long vowel is divided into two equal halves. 

 

                                       
1 The figure is taken from the author’s unpublished master’s thesis (“Puhe säännöiksi, 
säännöt puheeksi – sääntösynteesin kehittäminen”, Tuomo Saarni, 2005, University of 
Turku). 
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Saarni 2005 Lehtonen 1970 Saarni 2005 Lehtonen 1970

C 74 72 C 74 67

V 64 65 V 69 62

C 70 78 C 55 70

V 76 102 V 73 100

C 62 74

Saarni 2005 Lehtonen 1970 Saarni 2005 Lehtonen 1970

C 90 71 C 79 73

V 76 65 V 71 67

C 84 89 C 89 83

V 80 V 80

V 71 V 71

C 53 59

* Lehtonen used only long vowels here, and therefore had only one segment.

144* 154*

 
Table 2. This table presents the mean duration in milliseconds of each segment 
in the words beginning with CVCV. The columns on the left represent the data 
from the single-speaker corpus (Saarni 2005) and, for comparison, on the right 
there is the data from Lehtonen (1970, pp. 127-128).  

 
In the first study on word models (Hakokari et al. 2005a), we used 

models which treated plosives and other consonants equally, e.g. such words as 
“olla” (‘to be’) and “akka” (‘an old woman’) fell into the same word model. This 
may explain the difference with Lehtonen (1970) in the word models CVCV and 
CVCVC, since Lehtonen used words that have the same stem, e.g. ‘sama’ and 
‘saman’ (‘the same’ and ‘of the same’ respectively, see Lehtonen 1970, p. 106). 
In our material, very different words fell into the same word model, e.g. ‘sama’ 
and ‘kato’ were put into the same model. Also, our method did not pay attention 
to whether the word was in the first position of the utterance, and therefore if the 
first consonant happened to be a plosive it hardly had any duration at all due to 
its acoustic nature. However, these differences between the methods do not 
explain the resemblance with all the other C and V segments. Similar to the 
plosive consonants, the diphthongs were not yet annotated in the material and 
therefore they were treated as sequential two short vowels.  
 By using the method described above we managed to establish approx. 
1,100 word models (Hakokari et al. 2005a). The most frequently used word 
models occurred more than a hundred times (VCCV, 125 occurrences), whilst 
many models (628 to be exact) occurred only once. The models were 
implemented into the speech synthesizer as a part of the durational modeling of 
speech segments. This means that when a sentence was inputted into the 
synthesizer it was first divided into single words, and each word was translated 
into a CV structure, thus into a word model form. Each word could then be 
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compared with the database of word models created from the corpus. If a 
matching word model was found the segmental durations were transferred to 
represent the durations of the current word. If there was no matching word 
model the system used fixed durations for that word. The user could choose 
whether to use the fixed segmental durations or the word model durations.  

To study the effect of the word models the system was then put to a test 
where participants assessed the difference between fixed durations and word 
model durations in a listening procedure. In this test the stimuli were carefully 
planned so that each word had a word model match.  

The stimuli were synthesized using a cascading fundamental frequency 
contour starting from 100 Hz, rising to 120 Hz within the first syllable, and then 
lowering linearly towards the end of the utterance reaching 80 Hz. This means 
that the fundamental frequency rises in the beginning of each word by 20 Hz 
(120-100=20), but descends towards the end of the word reaching a lower level 
than it had in the beginning of the word. The decline in the fundamental 
frequency from the starting level within a word is (100-80) / (number of the 

words in the sentence) Hz. For example, if the sentence had only one word it 
would reach 80 Hz in the end of the word. However, if the sentence had two 
words the fundamental frequency would reach 90 Hz in the end of the first word, 
then rise again to 110 Hz in the first syllable of the latter word and descend to 
the 80 Hz towards the end of the latter word. 

This fundamental frequency contour is typical of a Finnish male speaker 
without any prominent words in the utterance. The synthesis produced 30-35% 
longer stimuli with fixed segmental durations, so we used  the PSOLA (Pitch-
Synchronous Overlap and Add, see Moulines & Charpentier 1990) algorithm to 
shorten the fixed duration stimuli to match the duration with the word model 
stimuli. The study included 16 stimuli with durations varying from 0.74 to 4.00 
seconds. The participants were 10 women aged 20 to 54, and they reported no 
deficit in hearing or language. The participants were asked to make a forced 
choice between either the synthesized sentence with fixed durations or with 
word model durations. They were asked to identify the version sounding more 

natural. The sentences were given as transcripts to prevent intelligibility issues. 
The results showed ambiguous results that seemed to favor the word model 
approach when the stimulus was long. However, the results are discussed in 
detail later in chapter 3.1.2 Findings.   
 At the time of the study (Hakokari et al. 2005a), our synthesizer was still 
under development, and therefore we used a synthesizer which was written at the 
phonetics laboratory of the University of Turku. The signal generator used was 
SenSyn version 1.1, by Sensimetrics Corporation. SenSyn is based on the 
KLSYN synthesizer, which is based on the research of Dennis Klatt (1980). 
KLSYN is described in detail in Klatt’s unpublished paper “KLSYN: A Formant 
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Synthesis Program”2. The synthesis system could only produce a four seconds 
long stimulus, which prevented the use of longer sentences in the experiment. 
The short duration of the stimulus was due to the SenSyn program, and 
unfortunately we had no control over this. 

In the latter study on the word models (Paper I), we added a new 
category of plosives which were separated from the other consonants. The 
plosives were separated since we noticed that their intrinsic duration pattern 
diverges from the durations of the non-plosive consonants. For example, if we 
calculate the mean duration of short non-plosive consonants versus plosive 
consonants from the unaccented words, we end up at Table 3. 

  

Final Penultimate Other

170.2 156.9 126.8 Long Plosives

120.3 98.1 81.2 Long Non-plosive Consonants

100.0 84.9 77.5 Short Plosives

76.4 65.5 56.5 Short Non-plosive Consonants

Final Penultimate Other

207.7 154.1 139.8 Long Plosives

144.9 94.0 92.4 Long Non-plosive Consonants

105.1 88.4 85.4 Short Plosives

74.3 61.9 58.5 Short Non-plosive Consonants

Multi-speaker Corpus

Single-speaker Corpus

 
Table 3. Intrinsic mean duration in milliseconds of plosives and non-plosive 
consonants in unaccented words in final, penultimate and other position of the 
utterances. The results on top are from the multi-speaker corpus. The table is 
taken from previously unpublished results. 

 
In the latter paper, we also implemented a category of diphthongs 

instead of interpreting diphthongs as a sequence of two short vowels (Paper I). 
From the acoustic point of view, it is very hard to mark out the boundary 
between the two short vowels in a diphthong, and therefore we decided to treat 
all the diphthongs in the material separately. 

By using these phoneme categories we prepared a statistical model of 
the durational patterns in our single-speaker speech corpus. The model was then 
implemented to the synthesizer, meaning that whenever a word was synthesized, 
its word model was first retrieved and the durations of the word model were 
used in the synthesis process. The new method of creating the word models 
yielded approx. 2,500 different word models (Paper I) compared to the 1,100 
word models in the previous paper (Hakokari et al. 2005a). Again, the material 
was based on the single-speaker corpus. This time we used a synthesizer of our 

                                       
2 see http://www.ling.ohio-state.edu/courses/materials/825/klsyn-dos/klsynman.pdf 
(visited on third of September 2009) 
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own which, too, based on the studies of Klatt (1980). The synthesizer was now 
capable of producing as long sentences as needed, and so the stimuli duration 
varied from 19 to 44 seconds, which was considerably longer than the stimuli we 
could produce with the SenSyn program. In this study, the fundamental 
frequency contour was 100-140-65 (in the previous one it was 100-120-80). The 
contour was more vivid and lively than the one used before, but still 
corresponded to a male voice. We also lengthened the final words of the 
utterances by 10 per cent, and on every linguistic boundary between phrases and 
sentences we added a short acoustic silence which represented a pause generated 
by the moment of inhaling. In the study, we had 21 participants, 7 male and 14 
female, aged between 23 and 45. The test procedure was again a forced choice 
between word model durations and fixed durations with preference for better 
naturalness. 

 
3.1.2 Findings 
 
In the first study with word models, we wanted to find out whether or not the 
word models enhance naturalness in synthesized speech (Hakokari et al. 2005a). 
We prepared sixteen stimuli and gathered ten participants. The stimuli were 
paired so that for each stimulus there was a version with fixed durations and a 
version with word model durations. The test was a forced choice between the 
two durational models. The results were ambiguous. Only two of the word 
model stimuli were preferred by all participants when compared to the stimuli 
with fixed durations. Six of the word model stimuli were preferred only by one 
or two listeners. It seemed that the longer stimuli were more often preferred over 
the ones with fixed durations. The results were unconvincing and the word 
models needed to be studied more carefully. See the results in Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2. The left figure shows the word model (improved) stimuli preference by 
stimulus number. The right figure shows participant behavior and their 
preference for the word model stimuli. The figure is taken from the paper 
Hakokari et al. (2005a). 
 

In the second study with the word models the models were more 
detailed (Paper I). We introduced categories of plosive consonants and 
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diphthongs. In the previous paper, diphthongs were placed in the category of 
short vowels so that each diphthong was considered as two short vowels. The 
stimuli were much longer, too, from 19 to 44 seconds, instead of single words or 
short sentences. The listening test included 21 participants and four stimuli. 
Again, the results showed that the listeners preferred the word model durations 
when the stimulus was long. Again, it also meant that listeners preferred fixed 
durations when the stimulus was short. The overall result was that the word 
model durations were only slightly preferred by the listeners (53.6%). However, 
the least experienced listeners of synthetic speech preferred word models over 
65 per cent of the time. In Figure 3 we show the preference ratios for each 
stimulus, where 50 per cent would mean that half of the participants preferred 
the fixed durations and the second half preferred the word model durations. 

 

 
Figure 3. Of the four stimuli, the participants preferred only two stimuli (stimuli 
1 & 4) with word model durations. A result of 50% would mean that half of the 
listeners preferred word model durations. This figure is taken from Paper I. 
 

However, as described in Paper I, it became obvious that using word 
models as such would lead to exponential growth in the number of word models, 
and our corpus would not be large enough to produce all possible combinations 
of the phoneme categories in a highly inflected language such as Finnish.  
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3.1.3 Considerations 
 
Another possibility would be to use the word stem structure. In this approach the 
word model is actually only the word stem of similar words, e.g. the words 
‘susi’, ‘haju’, and ‘juju’ (‘a wolf’, ‘a smell’, and ‘a catch’ respectively) have the 
same stem structure when categorized to the C and V structure (CVCV). To 
construct these models we could use inflected versions of the words if the word 
stem is still intact, e.g. the inflected version of the word ‘susi’ is ‘suden’ (‘a 
wolf’, ‘of a wolf’) which is not suitable for usage, but the inflected version 
‘hajun’ of the word ‘haju’ (‘of a smell’, ‘a smell’) is usable. The suffixes of the 
words could be modeled separately from the word stems. For example, the word 
‘hajun’ (‘of a smell’) corresponds to two models, CVCV (stem model) and –C 
(suffix model). The suffix model could be later used to give the duration of the 
suffix, or the last segment –C, of the word ‘jujun’ (‘of a catch’). This approach 
could be suitable even for more complex inflections. For example, in the word 
‘juju-sta-ni’ (‘of my catch’) there are two suffixes following the word stem 
‘juju’. The word can be used to form a word stem model (CVCV) and two suffix 
models (CCV, CV). Similar suffixes are found in such words as ‘jujuni’ (‘my 
catch’) and ‘jujusta’ (‘from a catch’) with the same word stem. Similarly, 
prefixes can be modeled, e.g. in the word ‘epäkohta’ (‘disadvantage’) the prefix 
is ‘epä-’ (‘dis-’) and the word stem is ‘kohta’ (‘a point’). However, there are a 
couple of unsolved problems in this suggested method. For example, the word 
stems that are changed in the inflection are problematic. A few examples:  

‘susi’ ‘suden’ (‘a wolf’, ‘of a wolf’) 
‘katto’ ‘katon’ (’a roof’, ’of a roof’) 
‘satu’ ‘sadussa’ (’a fairytale’, ‘in a fairytale’)  
This change in the word stem is particularly problematic since it changes 

the consonant in the middle of the word. The change can even be from a plosive 
to a non-plosive consonant. 

Secondly, the modeling would desperately need an automatic 
morphological analyzer, as otherwise the syllabification would have to be done 
by hand, and this is virtually impossible due to the huge amount of data needed 
in the modeling. However, nowadays this kind of morphological analyzer is 
available for Finnish. A company called Lingsoft has published a morphological 
analyzer called FINTWOL. The program is originally developed by Kimmo 
Koskenniemi (see e.g. Koskenniemi 1983). To further study the approach of 
word models as described here, the FINTWOL program would be an essential 
part of it. Unfortunately, this approach has been laid aside and presented here 
only as a possible direction for future studies of word models. 
 The word models work on a limited level of detail. One might find this 
problematic due to the fact that there are several other factors that affect 
segmental durations. As mentioned before, stress and accent lengthen the 
segments among other acoustic features. On the utterance level, the boundary-
adjacent effects are known to interfere with the segmental durations. However, 
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these other factors may be implemented instead of revoking the word model 
paradigm. The simple solution would be to implement durational factors that 
work successively on different levels of detail. This would cover the main 
factors of segmental durations. The boundary-adjacent effects are discussed in 
detail later. 
 

3.2 Phoneme categories 
 
In the study of segmental durations we need to address the level of detail. In this 
dissertation the level of detail is set to phone level. This means that we operate 
with utterances in which each position is represented by a phoneme. When 
studying segmental durations it would be easiest to study each phoneme as an 
entity. This, however, makes it hard to study segmental durations of an utterance 
since a single utterance rarely includes more than one or two samples of the 
same phoneme, which makes comparison difficult within the utterance. On the 
other hand, if the corpus is not exceptionally large we might have difficulties to 
cover all the positions of utterances on a phone level if we need to find a certain 
phoneme several times for statistical analysis from the same position. For 
example, if we want to study the imaginary phoneme X in the 15 first phone-
level positions of an utterance in a corpus including 400 utterances with length 
of 15 phones, this would mean that we have 6,000 phones and each position 
would have 400 samples (phones). Now, if we imagine that in the language of 
this study the frequency of the phoneme X is 5 per cent, it would mean that each 
position only has approximately 20 samples. This sample size is not very large 
for drawing statistical inference. This problem can be resolved by creating a 
grouping or a categorization method which is profound and logical. This is the 
reason for the categorization of the phonemes. 

Individual phonemes are mainly based on the categorization in the 
perception of speech sounds (Kuhl 1991, Repp 1984, Savela 2009). The 
perception of speech sounds is close to the categorization based on acoustic 
features. The categorization with acoustic features leads to similar categories 
with perception with consonants, but with vowels the individual phones may fall 
into a different category if done only with acoustic analysis. This effect is 
discussed in detail later in chapter 3.2.2 Vowels and diphthongs. We have to 
keep in mind that there are numerous possible ways to classify individual 
phonemes and even numerous opinions on which sounds are graded as 
phonemes (see e.g. Schneider et al. 2006, Savela 2009). However, in our 
approach we do not settle for categorization of individual phonemes as 
mentioned.  

One might think of several other ways to categorize phonemes into 
subgroups, or categories. It might be straightforward, discrete reallocation that is 
based on the absolute duration of each phone. In this reallocation, we could 
produce e.g. ten categories which consist of phones divided into ten subgroups 
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by their durations. This, however, is not very logical, because the reallocation 
would only be based on the duration which is dependable on factors such as the 
speaking rate. Another categorization method would involve acoustic features as 
mentioned with the individual phonemes. This, too, has its problems, such as 
how to define what the similarity that forms a category is in an acoustic sense. 
One might ask whether it is sufficient that there are formants or acoustic silences 
in the phones of the same category.  

We have chosen a common phonological method to base the 
categorization on the motoric movement of the articulatory muscles or on the 
similarity of the acoustic features of the phones. The phoneme categorization is 
premised on the similarity of the articulation movements and also on the 
acoustic similarity of each phoneme in the same category. Also, the perception 
within each category supports the categorization. For example, Finnish has eight 
vowels which are recognized with the magnet effect3 (Raimo et al. 2002, Savela 
2009). Of course, our categorization method is controversial, since among the 
non-plosive consonants there are still very divergent phonemes in this sense. 
Even in the vowel category one might argue that open and closed vowels should 
be divided into separate categories. However, this would again decrease the 
sample size in each category. 

The approach we chose is moderate and commonly recognized. The 
categories we chose are vowels, plosive consonants, non-plosive consonants, 
and diphthongs. We also used their phonemic variants of short and long 
versions, excluding diphthongs, which are only perceived as long. 

Our categorization leads to several positive effects. By keeping the 
number of categories low we manage to keep the sample size large enough for 
statistical analysis. On the other hand, by categorization we may use methods 
that consider segmental durations within individual utterances since it is very 
likely to have several phonemes from the same category within each utterance, 
which enables studies that use comparison. Similarly, the study with positions of 
utterance is likely to have a large sample size on each position. In addition, the 
categorization provides a commonly accepted way to divide phonemes into 
subgroups, and it is widely used in phonetic studies in various forms (e.g. 
Lehtonen 1970, O’Dell 2003). The negative side of the categorization is that 
there is a possibility that some differences between the phonemes within a 
category are lost when studying a category as a whole (see chapter 3.2.3 
Consonants).  
 
3.2.1 Phonologically long and short  
 
In Finnish there are phonologically short and long vowels and consonants. This 
means that the three words ‘tuli’, ‘tuuli’, and ‘tulli’ (‘fire’, ‘wind’, ‘customs’) 
are all different words. These words form two so-called minimum pairs (‘tuli’ 
                                       
3 The magnet effect is described in Kuhl 1991. 
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vs. ‘tuuli’ and ‘tuli’ vs. ‘tulli’), meaning that the words differ by a single 
phoneme, and in this case the difference is between long and short phonemes. 
The quantity system of Finnish is explained in greater detail in Lehiste’s study 
(Lehiste 1965).  

In phonetic writing long phonemes have a colon following the phonetic 
character, for example /l/ is a short phoneme as in the word ‘tuli’ and /l:/ is a 
long phoneme as in the word ‘tulli’. This practice is used in the thesis to separate 
short and long phonemes. 

The difference between long and short is both semantic and physical. In 
terms of semantics, the choice between a long or short phoneme is significant, 
because the meaning of the word is different. On the other hand, the duration is 
longer in the absolute sense when spoken in a similar manner. In our study, we 
calculated the mean duration of phoneme categories as shown in the following 
table (Paper III). In this study, we omitted the 10 final phones from the data to 
minimize the effect of final lengthening in the mean duration. The results are 
shown in the Table 4. 

  
Mean Duration (SS) Mean Duration (MS)

Diphthongs NaN 117.4

Long Vowels 121.6 105.9

Long Non-plosive Consonants 91.9 85.2

Long Plosives 142.4 130.0

Short Vowels 65.1 58.6

Short Non-plosive Consonants 60.3 60.7

Short Plosives 85.3 74.4  
Table 4. The table is taken from Paper III. Here we have the mean duration in 
milliseconds of the phoneme categories in the corpora, both single-speaker and 
multi-speaker (SS and MS respectively). In the single-speaker corpora, the 
diphthongs were not yet separated from the short vowels; thus they were two 
consecutive short vowels. N.B. The 10 final phones were removed in this study 
to minimize final lengthening effect. 
 

In our studies, we have noticed that the ratio between the short and long 
phonemes is between 0.5-0.7. However, Lehtonen (1970, p. 186) recommends 
using the ratio 0.5 in all positions in the speech synthesizer if the objective is 
only intelligibility, not naturalness. Lehtonen did find the difference between 
short and long phonemes to be sometimes even greater than double, e.g. for 
short vowels between 0.41-0.45 per cent of the long ones (Lehtonen 1970, p. 
63). In the Table 5, we show the ratio calculated on the basis of Paper III.  
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SS MS*

Vowels 0.54 0.50

Non-plosive Consonants 0.66 0.71

Plosives 0.60 0.57

          *Diphthongs are included in the long vowels

Category Ratio (Short / Long)

 
Table 5. The category ratios in the corpora by categories. The highest ratio is in 
the non-plosive consonants, whilst the lowest is in the vowels. The data is based 
on Paper III. N.B. The 10 final phones were removed in this study to minimize 
the final lengthening effect. 
 

For comparison, in his dissertation Suomi (1980) measured the duration 
of Finnish plosives /ptk/ in word initial, medial and final positions. The results 
are shown in Table 6. 
 

initial medial final

/p/ 94 96 NaN

/t/ 85 85 75

/k/ 79 108 NaN  
Table 6. Here we have the duration in milliseconds of the short voiceless 
plosives taken from the word initial, medial, and final positions (Suomi 1980). 
 

medial ratio

/p:/ 183 0.52

/t:/ 184 0.46

/k:/ 166 0.65  
Table 7. Table presents the duration in milliseconds of long voiceless plosives 
taken from the word initial, medial, and final position (Suomi 1980). In the right 
column, we have the short/long ratio of the plosives in the word medial position. 
 

If we calculate the short/long ratio from Suomi’s (1980) material, we get 
0.54, which is a bit lower than in the SS and MS corpora (0.60 and 0.57 
respectively). Suomi’s result (as shown in Table 7) may be different due to the 
fact that he used laboratory speech and very short carrier sentences, e.g. ‘Joko 

____ luettiin?’ (‘Was ____ read already?’), in which the measured target word 
was placed on the line. As will be discussed later, the penultimate position of the 
target word may have been affected by the final lengthening and therefore the 
results may differ. In a methodologically similar study by Lehtonen (1970, p. 
71), the short/long ratio in plosives is 0.524, which is even lower.  
 

                                       
4 Cf. the short/long ratio derived from Lehtonen (1970) was calculated by using a mean 
value of single phonemes, and therefore it is not an exact mean ratio. Lehtonen did not 
include sample sizes in the table. 
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3.2.2 Vowels and diphthongs 
 

In Finnish we have eight vowels /�eiouyæØ/ (see e.g. Raimo et al. 2002, Savela 
2009). As in other phonemes, the vowels exist in long and short forms. 
Diphthongs are contour vowels that glide between two vowels. They are 
considered as long phonemes in our studies. The location of the phonemes is not 
universal or inter-lingual but depends on the vowel system of the language. The 
location means the phoneme’s location in the vowel space5 (F1-F2 plane), but it 
also refers to the position in which the vowel is created, i.e. the tongue position 
in the mouth. The vowel system means that certain formant pairs of the first two 
formants of a vowel may be perceived as different vowels in different languages. 
The difference in perceiving vowels can be seen with the magnet effect (Kuhl 
1991, Raimo et al. 2002). A study by Peltola et al. (2003) compares the vowel 
discrimination between some of the Finnish and English vowels. In Figure 4, we 
have the Finnish vowel system in the F1-F2 vowel space (Paganus et al. 2006, 
Savela 2009). 
 

 
Figure 4. The figure shows the distribution of Finnish vowels in the F1-F2 vowel 
space. F1 is the Y-axis with origin in the right top corner. The F1 axis goes 
between 350-860 mels and the F2 axis between 700-1780 mels. The figure is 
taken from the Turku Vowel Test (Paganus et al. 2006, Savela 2009).  
 

In the Figure 5 we see the Swedish vowel system measured from 
Finnish Swedish-speaking people. Mainly the vowels are very similar, which 
can be explained with the close contact of these two languages in Finland. 

                                       
5 The vowel space is a planar space induced by the two lowest formants F1 and F2. For 
more information, see e.g. Paganus et al. 2006. In their study they refer to the vowel 
space as a vowel chart. 
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Figure 5. For comparison, here we have the Swedish (Finland) vowel system 

illustrated in a similar manner. Notice the new vowel /�/ which is partly located 
on top of the Finnish vowels /y/ and /u/. The figure is taken from the Turku 
Vowel Test (Paganus et al. 2006, Savela 2009). 
 

In our first studies we did not use diphthongs as an entity. Instead we 
divided the diphthong into two consecutive short vowels. Making this division 
was very difficult even for a trained phonetician and we noticed that the task was 
too subjective. In the end, the diphthong does not actually have two acoustically 
separated short vowels but a glide between two vowels. So, we decided to use 
diphthongs as a category of their own. 
 The mean duration of vowels in the material used is shown in Table 8. 
The material used contains unaccented vowels and diphthongs from the single-
speaker and multi-speaker corpora. The vowels, as well as the other phonemes, 
are studied in detail later in the section of boundary-adjacent effects. 
 

Duration Std. Deviation N Duration Std. Deviation N

Diphthongs 120.4 37.36 1753 137.4 35.50 2235

Long Vowels 114.0 39.07 1451 130.0 35.67 1936

Short Vowels 62.5 24.05 11188 66.7 24.77 14731

MS SS

 
Table 8. The table shows the mean segmental durations of unaccented vowels in 
milliseconds. In the right column there is the single-speaker data. The 
diphthongs tend to be longer than long vowels and therefore it is justified to treat 
them as long speech segments. The table contains previously unpublished 
results.  
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3.2.3 Consonants 

 
The consonants are divided into categories of voiceless plosives /ptk/ and non-

plosive consonants /rsdhjlvn�m/. The phonemes /fgb/ exist in written Finnish 
especially in loan words, but it is controversial whether they are a part of Finnish 

phonology. Finnish also induces the phoneme /�/ (glottal stop), which is not 
written, but occurs between such word combinations as ‘anna olla’ (‘let it be’). 
However, the glottal stop’s status as a phoneme is controversial. For more 
information about the glottal stop in Finnish, see Lennes et al. (2006). The 

phoneme /�/ is not written in Finnish, but it occurs in certain places such as in 

the word ‘onki’ (‘hook and line’) where the ‘n’ is actually pronounced as /�/ 
because of the following /k/. Similarly, in the word ‘Helsingin’ (‘Helsinki’s’) the 

letter pair ‘ng’ is pronounced as a long phoneme /�:/. 
The voiceless plosives behave similarly among themselves, but very 

differently when compared against non-plosives. This means that all three 
plosive sounds include an occlusion stage, where the airflow in the vocal tract is 
completely stopped, and therefore the sound includes a short period of acoustic 
silence. In the initial position of an utterance, the plosive has almost no acoustic 
duration, because it is visible only in the release stage (after the occlusion is 
cleared) and in the formants of the following speech sound. The occlusion stage 
is not heard since it is mixed with the respiratory pause (or what ever is the 
cause for the pause) that precedes the utterance. Table 9 shows the mean 
durations of unaccented plosives. 
 

Duration Std. Deviation N Duration Std. Deviation N

/k:/ 142.5 40.7 131 162.1 38.8 188

/p:/ 134.8 29.8 57 178.5 43.5 41

/t:/ 139.1 34.8 520 150.7 36.4 622

/k/ 80.8 24.1 1543 93.0 25.9 1357

/p/ 87.0 22.3 484 100.5 22.9 703

/t/ 77.5 24.2 2590 88.7 25.6 3349

MS SS

 
Table 9. The table contains the intrinsic mean durations of the unaccented 
voiceless plosives in milliseconds in both corpora (single-speaker in the right 
columns). In the multi-speaker corpus the phoneme /k:/ is the longest of the long 
phonemes, whilst the /p/ phoneme is the longest one among the short phonemes. 
In the single-speaker corpus /p/ is again the longest, but in the long sounds the 
/p:/ is the longest. However, there are less than a hundred samples in each 
corpora of the phoneme /p:/. The table contains previously unpublished results. 

 
The non-plosive consonants are a group of acoustically variable speech 

sounds. All phonemes in this group could be categorized into different 
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subgroups, e.g. the phonemes /v/ and /j/ are called semi-vowels or glides because 
they have acoustic characters similar to the vowels (formant patterns), and the 
phonemes /l/ and /r/ are liquids (/r/ an alveolar trill as well), whilst the phonemes 

/mn�/ are nasals (the sound is formed in the nasal cavity). However, we have 
mainly studied the category of the non-plosive consonant as a whole. In the 
tables 10 and 11 we show the intrinsic mean durations of the unaccented non-
plosive consonants.  
 

Duration Std. Deviation N Duration Std. Deviation N

/m/ 67.0 19.9 1042 67.0 18.7 1260 nasal labial

/n/ 57.0 20.6 2289 52.1 15.9 3515 nasal dental

/�/ 56.1 17.3 190 51.8 17.7 160 nasal velar

/d/ 48.6 15.1 302 51.7 17.2 426 voiced plosive alveolar tap

/s/ 73.8 25.2 2389 78.5 23.7 3047 fricative alveolar

/v/ 55.9 18.6 820 59.8 15.6 1211 approximant labial

/l/ 52.0 15.6 1175 55.8 15.1 1621 approximant alveolar

/j/ 57.9 23.9 766 61.7 19.6 855 approximant palatal

/r/ 62.7 22.5 846 61.5 15.8 999 trill alveolar

/h/ 61.5 19.8 643 68.3 22.4 963 fricative glottal

MS SS

 
Table 10. The table shows the intrinsic mean durations in the category of short 
non-plosive consonants in milliseconds. In the left column is the multi-speaker 
corpus. The table contains previously unpublished results. 
 

Duration Std. Deviation N Duration Std. Deviation N

/m:/ 87.2 22.6 145 101.4 21.7 140 nasal labial

/n:/ 78.9 23.4 166 93.0 28.2 198 nasal dental

/�:/ 74.5 15.5 9 104.5 33.8 39 nasal velar

/d:/ 84.4 57.7 2 223.1 - 1 voiced plosive alveolar tap

/s:/ 124.7 37.2 272 146.3 38.3 294 fricative alveolar

/v:/ 86.7 16.3 23 - - - approximant labial

/l:/ 76.1 26.8 402 85.1 26.5 563 approximant alveolar

/j:/ - - - - - - approximant palatal

/r:/ 101.6 50.7 14 103.1 41.2 24 trill alveolar

MS SS

 
Table 11. The table shows the intrinsic mean durations in the category of long 
non-plosive consonants in milliseconds. In the left column is the multi-speaker 
corpus. Some long non-plosive consonant phonemes are extremely rare or non-
existing (see /d:/ and /j:/). The table contains previously unpublished results. 
 

As we have seen, the non-plosive consonants, too, have long and short 
variants. However, in certain position in Finnish it is impossible to have a long 
variant, e.g. in the beginning of a word there can only be a short variant of a 
consonant. Therefore, an utterance always has a short consonant in the initial 
position. On the other hand, some long variants are very rare, if not impossible 
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in the linguistic sense. For example, long non-plosive consonants /j:/ and /v:/ are 
not known. However, some phonemes may exist in the physiological sense as 
they are perceived as long phonemes. For example, in the word ‘vauva’ (‘a 
baby’) one may be fooled to think that there is a double phoneme /v:/ in the 
latter position (‘vauvva’) due to the previous /u/ that is pronounced in a position 
close to the following /v/. Therefore, these two phonemes /u/ and /v/ are a form 
of a similar gliding pair as two vowels in diphthongs. 
 Current results on the mean durations of phonemes offer an overview to 
the inter-phoneme duration relationship. On the other hand, the results 
demonstrate the main durational differences between the multi-speaker and 
single-speaker corpora. The next chapter will extend the operation of segmental 
durations to the boundaries of utterances. 
 

3.3 Boundary-adjacent effects 
 

A boundary-adjacent effect refers to a phenomenon that occurs in the vicinity of 
a phonetic boundary. A phonetic boundary may mean several different edges in 
the speech flow, e.g. final syllable of an utterance or initial phone of a stressed 
carrier word, but hereon the phonetic boundary only refers to the edges of an 
utterance and by edge we mean the beginning or the end of the utterance. As 
defined before, the utterance here refers to a speech segment that is limited at 
each end by an acoustic silence, excluding plosive consonants or other voiceless 
phonemes that include acoustic silence (i.e. glottal stops). Acoustic silence may 
be caused e.g. by a respiratory pause or a linguistic boundary (end of a sentence) 
or both, or it can even be a hesitation pause. 
 The boundary-adjacent effects on segmental durations have been 
discussed widely. Byrd, Saltzman and colleagues (Byrd, 2000; Byrd, Kaun, 
Narayanan, & Saltzman, 2000; Byrd & Saltzman, 2003) have described a 
conceptual approach to boundary-adjacent lengthening (or slowing). In this 
approach, phrase boundaries are instantiated by so-called prosodic gestures 
having an extent in time and a dynamic activation level trajectory. The prosodic 
gesture is centered on the phrase edge and acts to slow down all concurrently 
active articulatory gestures in proportion to the activation level of the prosodic 
gesture. The prosodic gesture's maximum level of activation, in turn, is 
determined by the prosodic boundary strength. Byrd and Saltzman (2003) point 
out that the prosodic gesture approach has several implications for the patterning 
of speech. It predicts final lengthening, as the prosodic gesture is centered on the 
final phrase edge, but it will also predict initial lengthening to the extent that the 
prosodic gesture overlaps the following initial phrase edge. In addition, it 
predicts that the degree of lengthening will increase as the boundary is 
approached, be highest at the boundary, and decrease again as the boundary 
recedes. 
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 White (2002) studied the boundary-adjacent effects in English in his 
dissertation. He called the effects near boundaries “domain-edge processes”. 
White studied whether there actually are domain-edge processes, or whether the 
effects actually result from domain-span processes. He writes: “Domain-span 

processes are hypothesized to arise from an inverse relationship between the 

size of some constituent and the duration of some subconstituent: for example, 

word-span compression (polysyllabic shortening) and utterance-span 

compression.” (White 2002). He does not find evidence of domain-span 
processes, but suggests that there are domain-edge processes which are 
responsible for the boundary-adjacent effects. We have also studied this inverse 
relationship in Finnish and found evidence supporting White (Hakokari et al. 
2008) who studied English. 
 Another interesting study on Brazilian Portuguese made by Barbosa & 
Madureira (1999) suggests that boundary-adjacent effects exist to separate 
weaker phrases from each other. This leads to a speaking rhythm that is similar 
to a hierarchical model of rhythm in Finnish proposed by O’Dell & Nieminen 
(2001). In an older study Oller (1973) studied the boundary-adjacent effect in 
English in various intonational patterns and found evidence of both initial and 
final lengthening. His findings support the “boundary cue” or “juncture cue” 
theory which suggests that the boundary-adjacent effects are only present to 
point out the edges. The boundary cue is also supported by Duez (1993), who 
found that lengthening alone at a boundary can produce a sensation of the 
speaker temporarily pausing. However, Lindblom has argued that final 
lengthening exists due to the intensity drop in the end in Swedish (Lindblom 
1968), a phenomenon also known in Finnish and English. Lindblom (1968) 
writes: “Granted the assumption of the energy per syllable being constant final 

lengthening of segments becomes a consequence of the intensity being lower in 

the final part of the basic phrase contour”. This is supported by Öhman (1967) 
who mentions that the speech gestures tend to relax and therefore slow down 
towards the final utterances. Öhman’s view is supported by Fougeron & Keating 
(1997) who found that for American English most vowels have less 
linguopalatal contact in domain-final syllables compared to domain-initial and 
domain-medial. However, at the same time they report that initial consonants 
exhibit more linguopalatal contact than domain-medial or domain-final 
consonants, which might suggest that the initial and final effects operate 
differently, in opposition to what Barbosa & Madureira (1999) supposed. 
Similarly, Cho & Keating (2001) found initial lengthening and strengthening to 
correlate, which is in opposition to the views of Fougeron & Keating (1997). 
 
3.3.1 Utterance initial effects  
 
The initial positions in an utterance have the highest fundamental frequency by 
default in Finnish. Therefore, it is safe to assume that the first phones of an 
utterance are accented in this sense. The accent does not automatically lead to 
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prominence of the first word, since accent is a relative change in the speech flow 
of acoustic features such as fundamental frequency, intensity, and duration. In 
our studies, all these three must be higher or longer to establish prominence. 
 Unlike final lengthening which is found in most studies, domain-initial 
processes have produced conflicting results. Kaiki et al. (1990) reported initial 
shortening in Japanese, but the corpus used in their study was criticized for 
being imbalanced (Campbell 1992). Nagano-Madsen (1992) has found initial 
shortening in the Eskimo language, while Hansson (2003) has found it in 
Southern Swedish (syllable duration at word level). Still, initial lengthening is 
found in several languages and studies. To name a few, Zu & Chen (1998) and 
Cao (2004) reported initial lengthening in Chinese, Chung et al. (1999) in 
Korean, and Oller (1973) and White (2002) in English. However, White (2002) 
found that some speech sounds are actually shortened. 
 In our study we showed the segmental durations in utterance initial 
position on a phone level with both corpora (Paper III). In this study, we used 
the phoneme categories to find out if Finnish has initial shortening or 
lengthening. The results were intricate; while some categories showed a clear 
lengthening (vowels and diphthongs), some showed shortening (long plosives). 
In addition, the non-plosive consonants showed no effect in either direction. But 
if there was an effect in the initial positions, it only involved one or two of the 
first positions, making it very short. We can assume that initial effect is only 
visible in the first syllable, if at all on syllable level. For example, the first phone 
is a lengthened vowel and the second is a shortened long plosive. However, the 
effect is remarkably similar in both corpora. In the figures 6 and 7, we have the 
vowels and plosives in the single-speaker corpora taken from Paper III. 
 

Vowels (single-speaker)

Position

D
u
ra

ti
o
n

 (
m

s
)

 
Figure 6. The long (top-most line) and short vowels (bottom-most line) in the 
single-speaker corpus with confidence limit (p≤0.05, dashed lines). The figure is 
derived from Paper III.  
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Plosives (single-speaker)

Position

D
u

ra
ti
o

n
 (

m
s
)

 
Figure 7. The long (top-most line) and short voiceless plosives (bottom-most 
line) in the single-speaker corpus with confidence limit (p≤0.05, dashed lines). 
Please note that plosives were not measured in the first position. The figure is 
derived from Paper III. 
 

The study of initial positions left the non-plosive consonants without a 
clear lengthening or shortening (Paper III). Therefore we needed an elaborated 
study of this phoneme category. In our next study on initial positions we took a 
closer look at the category of non-plosive consonants (Paper IV). In this study, 
instead of phoneme categories, we used phonemes as the level of detail. The 
results were, again, threefold. The phonemes /r/ and /s/ were lengthened in the 
first position in both corpora. The phoneme /m/ was shortened in the first 
position in both corpora, but the phoneme /n/ was only shortened in the multi-
speaker corpora (in the first position). The phoneme /j/ was the only 
approximant which was clearly shortened in the first position, or actually in the 
two first positions in the single-speaker corpus. The other approximant /v/ was 
shortened in the first position only in the MS corpus, whilst the phoneme /l/ 
showed no effect at all. The phoneme /h/ was shortened in the first position in 
the SS corpus and in the two first positions of the MS corpus. Again, the 
effective distance of the boundary remained very short; only one or two 
positions (see Paper IV). Yet again, this effect might have been lost if the 
measurements would have been done using a syllable-level. 
 In our next study on final lengthening, we also looked into the matter of 
initial shortening (Paper V). In this study we conducted two experiments. In the 
first one we counted or rank-ordered the relative articulation rate of each word in 
an utterance (in 2-5 word utterances). Rank-ordering means here that the words 
in the same utterance are put in order by their articulation rate, meaning that if in 
a 2-word utterance has the latter word articulated in slower manner than the first 
then this utterance adds one to the last position into the column of two word 
utterances. This does not only give the number of final lengthened utterances, 
but also the initial shortened/lengthened utterances on a word level. The results 
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showed that 85-49 per cent of the utterances had the first word spoken faster 
than any other word in the utterance (initial shortening). On the other hand, 0-15 
per cent of the 2-5 word utterances had the initial word spoken slower than any 
other word in the utterance (initial lengthening). The experiment used a 
combined corpus of both single- and multi-speaker corpora. The results are 
shown in the Table 12. 
 

 
Table 12. The table shows the results of the articulation rate of 2-5 word 
utterances. Of the two-word utterances (n=240) 204 had the last word spoken 
slower than the first word, or similarly, in the three-word utterances 26 
utterances had the medial word spoken the most slowly. Initial shortening (IS) 
was found in 85-49 per cent of the utterances, whilst the chance level would be 
between 50-20 per cent. The table is taken from Paper V. 
 

For the next experiment presented in Paper V we calculated the actual 
articulation rates and sketched them for comparison. This experiment showed 
that almost all 2-9 word utterances had initial shortening with statistical 
confidence. The Figure 8 shows an example from Paper V.  

 

 
Figure 8. The table shows the articulation rates of four (left) and seven-word 
utterances. In the Y-axis we have the relative articulation rate (1.0 being the 
mean articulation rate for all of the utterances), and the slower the rate, the 
higher the number. The X-axis shows the words from the utterances in 
respective order. Both figures show that the first word of the utterance is 
articulated faster than the other words in the utterance with confidence limit 
(p≤0.05). This figure was taken from Paper V. 
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In our unpublished study of accent and final lengthening we studied the 

effect of prominence on final lengthening. The method used was similar to the 
previous study (Paper V) with the exception that the prominent words were 
annotated. At the same time, the MS corpus was extended. The results show that 
the first word was very rarely prominent. There were 1,203 prominent words of 
which only 5 were in the initial position. In addition, the results show 
remarkably similar evidence that support the presence of initial shortening. The 
unpublished results are shown and discussed under the next topic of final 
lengthening. 
 
3.3.2 Final lengthening  

 
In our previous study we showed that Finnish may exhibit final lengthening (FL) 
since speech segments show lengthening in the final and prepausal words (Paper 
II). The study was focused on mean durations of phoneme categories in 
prepausal (final) words, penultimate words, and words positioned elsewhere, and 
it used the single-speaker corpus. The results show that in all phoneme 
categories there was a clear FL which extended to the penultimate words as well. 
There were also differences between phoneme categories: the phonemes were 
23-51 per cent longer in final words than in medial words. In addition, the 
penultimate words had 3-6 per cent longer phonemes than medial words. 

In 2007, we studied the occurrence tendency of FL in Finnish on a word 
level (Paper V), and found that it is, surprisingly, on the same level as in the 
Swedish language as studied by Hansson (2003). Swedish is Nordic Germanic 
language whilst Finnish is Finno-Ugric language and therefore the languages are 
not related. In our study we used a combined corpus of single-speaker and multi-
speaker corpora. The experiment showed that the material had final lengthening 
in 75-85 per cent of the 2-5 word utterances, meaning that the last word was 
spoken more slowly than any other word in the utterance in most of the 
utterances. Using Hansson’s method, in which the last word is only compared 
against the penultimate word, the result was 85-89 per cent. Hansson’s result 
was 71-82 per cent of FL in Swedish (Hansson 2003). In comparison, Mihkla 
(2005) reported 60 per cent of FL in Estonian, a language closely related to 
Finnish, which is a surprisingly low figure. However, we did not find the details 
of the method Mihkla used so we were unable to compare the results in greater 
detail.  

In another experiment in the same paper, we showed that FL is a statistically 
relevant phenomenon on the word level in Finnish (Paper V). The experiment in 
question showed the distribution of mean durations on the word level in 2-9 
word utterances with confidence limits (p≤0.05). The results show that the final 
word has significantly longer mean duration than any other word in the 
utterances. This study, as far as we know, was the first paper to reveal FL in 
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Finnish. This was a remarkable study, since it has been widely debated whether 
the quantity languages have FL. Previously, it has been shown that other 
quantity languages have FL, but Finnish remained an unclear case. However, 
there are some misunderstandings about FL in Finnish, e.g. Vaissière (1983) 
claims that Finnish has “little (if any) final lengthening” by referring to Lehiste 
(1965) who does not study segmental durations at all, but syllabic structure and 
the function of phonological length. Therefore, Finnish is usually named as a 
language with no FL and being the last outpost against the universality of FL 
effect. Our study shows for the first time that FL is statistically significant in 
Finnish, and the universality of the effect becomes possible. 

In our unpublished study, we used similar methodology as in the previously 
discussed papers (Paper V, Hansson 2003), with the exception that in this study 
we had annotated the prominent words. This made it possible to separate FL in 
unaccented and accented words. In addition, the multi-speaker corpus was 
extended with new material. The results show that the prominence is more 
common in the final position than in any other position. However, the non-
prominent final words are still very likely to embody FL. Surprisingly, the 
prominent words in utterance final position do not embody FL as often as the 
non-prominent, and similarly, the prominence in a word did not mean that the 
word would directly be the most slowly articulated in the utterance. Only 10-26 
per cent of the prominent words which were articulated in the slowest manner 
were in final position in 2-9 word utterances, whilst among the non-prominent 
words the result was over 70 per cent. The results are shown in Tables 13 and 
14.  
 

2-word 3-word 4-word 5-word

N 251 (62) 274 (104) 307 (157) 264 (173)

1 37 (0) 24 (1) 20 (0) 12 (0)

2 214 (55) 32 (5) 22 (2) 17 (4)

3 218 (35) 33 (4) 18 (2)

4 232 (43) 19 (1)

5 198 (35)

FL % 85.3 79.6 75.6 75.0

PFL % 25.7 16.1 18.5 17.7  
Table 13. Here N is the number of utterances, the number in parentheses is the 
number of prominent words in these utterances, and the first column on the left 
shows the position of a word in respective utterance. Similarly, e.g. on the first 
line in the column for three-word utterances we see the number (24) of the three-
word utterances that had the first word articulated in the slowest way. The 
number in parentheses (1) means that only one of these was prominent. The 
results in this table have not been previously published. 
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6-word 7-word 8-word 9-word

N 254 (215) 213 (207) 143 (152) 107 (131)

1 13 (0) 14 (1) 3 (0) 1 (0)

2 21 (1) 16 (3) 7 (0) 2 (0)

3 24 (6) 16 (3) 7 (1) 9 (0)

4 20 (5) 12 (4) 15 (5) 9 (1)

5 18 (3) 9 (2) 14 (1) 4 (2)

6 158 (24) 10 (1) 8 (0) 7 (2)

7 136 (16) 12 (1) 6 (0)

8 77 (11) 8 (3)

9 61 (6)

FL % 62.2 63.8 53.8 57.0

PFL % 15.2 10.1 14.3 9.8  
Table 14. Here N is the number of utterances, the number in parentheses is the 
number of prominent words in these utterances, and the first column on the left 
shows the position of a word in respective utterance. The results in this table 
have not been previously published. 
 

In Table 13 the FL percentage is between 75 and 85, meaning that the 
last word is articulated in the slowest manner in most of the utterances. The 
prominent word was found in the final lengthened word in 16-26 per cent of the 
cases (prominent word with Final Lengthening, PFL %). In Table 14 we notice 
once again that there is a remarkable amount of FL found in the material. In 
more than half of the long utterances the final word is the most slowly 
articulated word in the utterance. The prominence was found in the final 
lengthened word in 10-15 per cent of the cases (prominent word with Final 
Lengthening, PFL %). 

In 2008 we studied a normalization method for segmental durations and 
used the method to demonstrate FL in Finnish, with the purpose of clearing out 
any possible misunderstandings that Finnish does not have FL (Paper VI). In this 
paper, we use a simple normalization method that reduces inter- and intra-
speaker variation which can cause skewness and bias to boundary-adjacent 
effects. The study utilized a combined corpus of both single-speaker and multi-
speaker corpora. In addition, as before, the study involved phoneme categories, 
but this time we used a phone-level approach to describe the FL in each 
category. The phone-level approach gives detailed information about how an 
articulation rate behaves in the final positions of utterances. The results support 
the previously published papers. An example of the results is shown in Figure 9. 
In the figure, the Y-axis shows the mean duration of each position using a 
relative duration, in which 1.0 would be the mean articulation rate in the same 
utterance. The values over one were articulated in a slower manner, e.g. a value 
of 1.1 for some position Y in a phoneme category X means that in this position 
the phones are 110 per cent of the mean duration of the same phonemes in the 
same utterance. Please note that the FL effect is included in the mean duration, 
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making it higher than the mean duration would be without the FL. The X-axis 
shows the position of phones in reverse order, e.g. value 1 means that it is the 
final position of utterances.  

 
Figure 9. The figure shows the mean durations in final positions of utterances in 
the category of short vowels. The final lengthening extends from the final 
position to the 7th reverse position. The figure is taken from Paper VI. 
 

Recently Nakai et al. (2009) claimed that they had established FL in 
Finnish by using laboratory speech in their study of Northern Finnish. They only 
refer to our earlier Paper II after which we have made several studies on this 
matter as discussed earlier. However, we have used a totally different 
methodology and approach, as shown. 

 In our unpublished study, we ran a complete statistical analysis 
of the data (ANOVA). The purpose was to find out whether segmental duration 
is affected by the corpus, the phone’s environment in utterance (final, 
penultimate, or other), and/or the phonemic category. We treated segmental 
duration as the dependent variable and environment, phonemic category, and the 
corpus as independent variables. The effect of environment was studied post hoc 
with Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference (abbreviated Tukey’s HSD). The 
idea of the HSD is to ensure that the groups we created have significantly 
different means. Before the test we had ensured that the data was normally 
distributed, independent, with equal variations. The results showed that position, 
category, and corpus had a significant effect. There was also a significant effect 
in the interaction of position and corpus, category and corpus, and in the 
interaction of position, category and corpus. These results are part of a journal 
paper in preparation; therefore some results are left unpublished here. The 
results from Tukey’s HSD post-hoc test on word position are listed in Table 15. 
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Tukey's 

HSD

(I) Position in 

Utterance

(J) Position in 

Utterance

Mean Difference 

(I-J) Std. Error

Penultimate Other 5.5* 0.2

Final Other 22.9* 0.3

Final Penultimate 17.3* 0.3

Based on observed means.

The error term is Mean Square (Error) =.001

*The mean difference is significant at the .05 level.  
Table 15. Tukey’s HSD post-hoc test on position in milliseconds (Mean 
Difference and Std. Error), both corpora included. 
 

The results show that there is a gap of almost 23 ms in the mean 
segmental durations between the final and the medial/initial words. Again, there 
is even a significant difference of more than 5 ms between the penultimate 
words and the words positioned otherwise. The gap of 23 ms is quite long, 
keeping in mind that the mean durations in the categories varied from 60.3 (short 
plosives in single-speaker corpus) to 142.4 (long plosives in the single-speaker 
corpus), see Table 4. 
 In our other study in preparation, therefore unpublished, we studied FL 
on word level using a similar approach as in Paper II, but used a word level 
instead of a phone level (cf. the previous Figure 9). In this study we calculated 
the mean articulation rate for each word in 2-5 word utterances, once again using 
the combined corpus of both single-speaker and extended multi-speaker corpora. 
In addition, the corpus had prominence annotated, which helps to separate FL 
from the prominent words.  

Tables 16 and 17 present the results. To separate the effect of accent we 
exclude the prominent words from the mean. The prominent words are used to 
calculate a separate mean of prominence for each position, but the confidence 
interval was left out due to the small number of prominent words. An average 
articulation rate of the utterances has the coefficient 1.0, and a value higher than 
that means slower articulation rate. 

 

Word position 1 2 1 2 3

CI, high 0.98 1.25 0.94 1.02 1.28

Mean 0.95 1.22 0.91 1.00 1.25

CI, low 0.93 1.18 0.89 0.97 1.21

Prominent Mean 1.21 0.96 1.19

2-word 3-word

 
Table 16. In the table we see the mean articulation rate of words in all two- and 
three-word utterances (“Mean” row). The confidence interval was calculated 
with p≤0.05, which is shown on the line “CI, high” that is the upper interval and 
“CI, low”, the lower interval. The words are positioned in an increasing order 
from left to right, the final word being the one on the far right. The table 
contains previously unpublished results. 
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From Table 16 we notice that in the two-word utterances there were no 

prominent words in the first position. The final word (coefficient 1.22) was 
clearly articulated more slowly than in the initial position (coefficient 0.95). The 
prominent words have a faster articulation rate than the average words in the 
position, but the coefficient is within the confidence intervals (p≤0.05). Again, in 
the three-word utterances there were only one prominent word in the first 
position, but it was not included since it is not a proper mean value. Please note 
that the mean articulation rate of the non-prominent words is actually slower 
than that of the prominent ones. Moreover, in both positions of the prominent 
words the articulation rate coefficient is below the confidence intervals (p≤0.05). 
The mean articulation rates show a clear FL in the final word. 
 

Word position 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5

CI, high 0.92 0.99 1.03 1.29 0.89 0.97 0.97 1.01 1.25

Mean 0.90 0.97 1.00 1.25 0.87 0.94 0.95 0.99 1.22

CI, low 0.88 0.94 0.98 1.22 0.84 0.92 0.93 0.97 1.19

Prominent Mean 1.01 0.98 1.22 0.94 0.96 0.94 1.25

4-word 5-word

 
Table 17. In the table we see the mean articulation rate of words in all four- and 
five-word utterances (“Mean” row). The confidence interval was calculated with 
p≤0.05, which is shown on the line “CI, high” that is the upper interval and “CI, 
low”, the lower interval. The words are positioned in an increasing order from 
left to right, the final word being the one on the far right. The table contains 
previously unpublished results. 
 

Again, in Table 17 there were no prominent words in the first position of 
the four-word utterances. This time, the prominent words in the second position 
have a slower articulation rate than the average rate in that position, though the 
prominent words have a faster articulation rate in other positions. The mean 
articulation rates show a clear FL in the final word. In the five-word utterances, 
there were no prominent words in the first position. The prominent words have 
similar articulation rates with the mean articulation rates in respective position, 
but in the final position the articulation rate is slower with prominent words. The 
mean articulation rates show a clear FL in the final word. 

The previous unpublished Tables 16 and 17 show that the final word of 
the utterances between 2-5 words was articulated more slowly than the medial 
and initial words. The figures also show that the prominent words, too, are under 
the FL effect. In addition, the results suggest that Finnish has initial shortening 
even though it is not as strong as FL.  

Current results confirm that Finnish has final lengthening that is by no 
means an effect of prominence. As discussed earlier, Vaissierè (1983) mentioned 
Finnish, Estonian, and Japanese as having little or no final lengthening. Since all 
three languages are quantity languages, it was thought that FL would somehow 
disturb the quantities. Therefore the quantity languages should resist final 
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lengthening. However, the presence of FL has been shown in Estonian by e.g. 
Krull (1997) and Mihkla (2005) even though the language has three opposing 
quantities (cf. Finnish has two; short and long phonemes). Similarly, FL has 
been shown in Japanese by Takeda et al. (1989). This has left Finnish as the last 
quantity language without final lengthening, and therefore FL could not 
previously be considered a universal phenomenon in languages. We have now 
shown that the universality of FL is still possible. 
 The tables 13-17 (excl. 15) show an interesting difference between the 
prominent and non-prominent words, especially in the last position. In the 
utterances of 2-4 words the final words that are prominent are actually 
articulated faster than the non-prominent words. Similarly, the figures show no 
evidence that prominence would lengthen or shorten the segmental durations in 
other positions either. White and Mády (2008) found that Hungarian, which is a 
language related to Finnish, has no lengthening effect that is caused by the 
prominence. In addition, they found that Hungarian has final lengthening in 
prominent words just as we have shown here. Suomi et al. (2002) studied 
Finnish with laboratory speech and found that strong accent produced higher 
lengthening than other degrees of accent. They also found that contrastive focus 
causes lengthening. However, we must keep in mind that there was no strong 
accent in our material. We must also point out that their material did not 
consider the effect of penultimate word position in their carrier sentences. Here 
we have an example of their carrier sentence with a strong accent present in the 
target word ‘kato’: ‘Sanoin että KATO pelotti, en sanonut että KATTO pelotti’ 
(‘I said that DEARTH frightened (me), I didn’t say that the CEILING frightened 
(me)’), (Suomi et al. 2002). It is possible that the target word is lengthened 
because of the penultimate position (comma usually creates an acoustic pause 
and breaks the sentence into two utterances, just as strong prominence may do), 
not merely due to the contrastive focus. In addition, if we calculate the distance 
from the end of the utterance we notice that the last phoneme /o/ of the word 
‘kato’ is in the position 7 (starting from the end) which is very close to the FL 
influence boundary. FL ends for example in the 8th position for short vowels 
(see Figure 9 or Figure 3 in Paper VI). Similarly, our results show that the 
lengthening extends even to the 8th position of an utterance in the category of 
short plosives, and in this position is the phoneme /t/ of the word ‘kato’ in the 
carrier sentence (cf. Figure 6 in Paper VI). Therefore it seems that the results of 
Suomi et al. (2002) may be affected by FL. 

Let us discuss the possible origin of final lengthening. As said 
previously, Lindblom (1968) suggested that FL origins from the intensity drop in 
the end of utterances in Swedish, but a similar effect is also present in Finnish. 
His idea is supported by Öhman (1967) who talks about relaxation of the speech 
gestures towards the end of utterances. We find both ideas to be close to our 
own. In our view, FL is due to what we call the effective breathing rhythm. 
Breathing must be in rhythm with speaking; otherwise the speech would be 
constantly interrupted by inhaling, and probably by exhaling. Therefore the 
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speech is divided into utterances that are in rhythm with breathing. In between 
every utterance the speaker inhales and fills his/her lungs with air. While 
articulating the next utterance the speaker exhales, which creates an airflow 
needed for the speech. Now, if the speaker runs out of air in the middle of the 
utterance the speech is interrupted, and again the speaking style becomes 
unfavorable and inefficient. This can be avoided by using as little air as possible 
until the speaker is sure that the utterance is near its end. This time, he/she has 
plenty of air left in the lungs to be used in the last parts of the utterance. This 
creates FL as the speaker empties the lungs by lengthening the speech segments.  

One could argue that it would be easier to exhale, but this is not the case. 
This would mean that the speaker has to exhale the rest of the air after the 
utterance and then inhale. Exhaling and inhaling within the same pause would 
cause lengthening in the pause duration. A lengthened pause is a cue of turn-
taking, and therefore the speaking companion might take the speaking turn. This 
is one of the reasons why the pause between the utterances must be short. 

On the other hand, our approach for the plausible origin of FL includes a 
hypothesis. The hypothesis is that the utterance must not be planned totally. This 
means that if the utterance is completely planned the speaker should be able to 
predict when the utterance ends and plan the usage of the air in the lungs so that 
it runs out exactly when the utterance ends. This does not mean that if the 
speaker knows the utterance it should not have any FL since he/she knows what 
is to be said. The planning in this sense is a much more detailed process of 
articulatory movements and other bodily air usage that is taking place. We argue 
that the speaker does not have the possibility to foresee this process in such 
detail that is required for this kind of planning, especially in conversational 
speech on which we have focused here.  
 

3.4 Normalization method 
 
Next we will discuss normalization in the use of a natural speech corpus (cf. 
laboratory speech with designed carrier sentences). In this context normalization 
means control over such effects that cause variation that is not studied. We know 
that there are various sources of variability such as the effect of preceding and 
following phonetic segments (cf. Liberman et al. 1967), stress (e.g. Klatt 1975, 
Peterson & Lehiste 1960), and syntactic structure (e.g. Klatt 1975, Oller 1973). 
However, these effects are not what interest us, whilst we are more interested in 
the effects of utterance length (e.g. Klatt 1973, Oller 1973) and speaking rate 
(e.g. Miller 1981), since these are the problematic effects in the natural speech 
corpus. There are several normalization methods especially in speaker 
recognition (e.g. Goodman et al. 1986, Li et al. 2002), but we have not found 
any method suitable for our approach. 

The natural speech corpus may have high variation in the articulation 
rate. This can be a problem when studying segmental durations due to the fact 
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that some utterances may have higher impact on the results. This is possible 
especially if we only use mean durations. The research aims at capturing the 
essence of the segmental durations in the corpus and this can be lost with 
unbalanced and variable articulation rates. Next we will discuss this problem.  

 
Boundaries: To study the boundaries of utterances of various lengths we 

need to set an imaginary origin. If the study is about segmental durations we set 
the origin to be the initial phone of an utterance, because every utterance in the 
corpus has one. On the other hand, if we study the final parts of the utterances 
we can shift the origin to the final phone of the utterance. Every utterance has a 
final position, and therefore we can dissect the segmental durations in reverse 
order starting from the final position. 

Various lengths of utterances: Now that we have set the origin we can 
consider the problems of variable utterance length. Let’s imagine we have three 
utterances (A, B, and C): A has 10 phones, B has 20 phones, and C has 30. Now 
A influences only 10 positions, whilst C influences 30.  

Variable speaking rates: If A is articulated in a very slow manner it will 
have a large impact on the mean durations in the 10 final positions. This means 
that even though B and C were articulated with a steady articulation rate it 
would seem that in the 10 positions where A is influencing the average 
articulation rate is slower. This could lead to e.g. a false final lengthening effect.  

Intra-speaker variation: This means that a single speaker can articulate 
utterances with varying articulation rate. One utterance may be spoken slowly 
whilst the next is articulated at a faster pace. Similarly, the different utterances 
may vary in length. 

Inter-speaker variation: Different speakers may have very different 
articulation rates, which is a similar problem to the intra-speaker variation. In 
addition, speakers may have a habit to use very long or very short utterances on 
average. Intra- and inter-speaker variations are similar problems, and in fact 
from the viewpoint of normalization they are the same. 

These problems must be solved so that the study finds the behavior of 
segmental durations without skewness or bias resulting from variation in the 
corpus. One solution is to use a normalization method, which eliminates or 
diminishes the variation. Normalization means that each utterance is scaled to 
have a similar impact on mean durations.  
 In our study (Paper VI), we approach the problem on utterance level. In 
this approach each utterance forms an entity that has its own pattern of 
segmental durations, and this pattern can be compared to any other utterance. 
Since every utterance has its own pattern, by using a scale that is uniform 
between the utterances, the patterns are comparable. The pattern is created on 
the phone level of the utterance. Each phone is classified into its respective 
category of long/short plosive, non-plosive consonant, vowel or diphthong. Then 
the mean duration of each category is calculated, e.g. the mean duration of short 
vowels in all positions in that utterance is 65 ms. Then the duration of each 
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phone is divided by the mean value of the phone’s respective category, e.g. the 
phone /a/ in a certain position with the duration of 72 ms is divided by 65 ms, 
leading to the coefficient of 1.11. After this, the coefficients are used to replace 
the original durations in the utterance. The same routine is repeated with every 
utterance. When the coefficients have been calculated the material can be treated 
as segmental durations, but now the coefficients between utterances are 
comparable, since each vector of coefficients in an utterance represents the 
pattern of segmental durations. The method is illustrated in Figure 10.  
 

 
Figure 10. Steps in calculating normalized duration coefficients for each sound 
category and position. The figure is taken from Paper VI.  
 

The method requires explication. The phonemes are normalized not only 
within each utterance but also within each phoneme category. The normalization 
within each utterance is done due to the fact that we want to catch the 
articulation rate within each utterance. If an utterance has final lengthening it is 
only visible when comparing the segmental durations within the same utterance. 
However, we cannot use the duration of each segment to capture FL due to the 
quantity system, since short and long phonemes would confuse the comparison. 
So we need a better approach to capture the segmental durations in the utterance. 
We could use single phonemes, but it is highly possible that a certain phoneme is 
present in the utterance only once, and there is no point for comparison. On the 
other hand, we could compare the short and long phonemes against themselves, 
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but this would lead to high durational variation within the comparison group. 
Therefore, we use the phoneme categories which were presented in chapter 3.2. 

The normalization method helps to reduce variability by capturing the 
pattern of segmental durations within the utterance. If the utterance has no final 
lengthening its vector of coefficients has only values close to 1.0 towards the 
end (if not even less than one). Again, if we have utterances A, B, and C (10, 20, 
and 30 phones respectively), A will still affect only 10 positions, but if it is 
spoken very slowly its effect is no greater than the effect of B or C in the 
positions it represents. This means that the variable length of utterances with 
variable speaking rates will not cause false final lengthening or initial shortening 
effects. If one of these three utterances has a great effect of FL and the other two 
do not, it is visible as one third of its magnitude in the means of coefficients.  
 The beauty of this method is that it is intuitive and easy to implement, 
and still it can separate the pattern of segmental durations without complex 
formulations. However, there is still variability that even this method cannot 
resolve. For example, the variable length, especially with very short utterances, 
will only affect the positions they represent. This can only be solved by cutting 
the material so that the very short utterances are left out. However, the very short 
utterances can only embody a lengthening or shortening effect within the 
positions they represent, and it has to take place within the same utterance. 
 As we have now discussed the matter of studying segmental durations 
from the viewpoint of speech technology, it is time to take a closer look at the 
development of speech synthesis.  
 
 

3.5 Synthesis on a limited platform 
 
Nowadays, a speech synthesizer on a mobile platform is common. Synthetic 
speech is used to read text messages, addresses, and e-mails. However, the 
naturalness and intelligibility of synthesized speech do not by any means meet 
high standards at the moment. The problem seems to be twofold. The 
loudspeaker output does not achieve the acoustic dynamics of speech and the 
synthesizers used are not trimmed at the expected levels. 
 Speech synthesis on a mobile platform can be built in two ways.  
Computation can be done on the platform or by using a distributed system in 
which the computation is done on a server in a network. The distributed system 
is not by definition synthesis on a limited platform, and therefore it is not in our 
interest. When doing synthesis on a limited platform we encounter several 
problems. The main problem has previously been the limitations in the 
computational capacity. Other problems include limited memory and 
loudspeaker quality. We will skip the loudspeaker issues in this review. The 
limitations in the computational capacity, as well as with the memory issues, are 
slowly being removed. The development of the capabilities of mobile platforms 
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is advancing at a tremendous pace (e.g. Rasmusson et al. 2004, Bertozzi & 
Benini 2008).  
 In 2005, mobile phones were not commonly implementing speech 
synthesizers. At the time, we were developing our rule-based speech synthesizer 
on a normal PC, but we noticed that it only used limited computational and 
memory footprint. Soon we began to implement the system on a mobile 
platform, Nokia 6680 mobile phone (Paper VIII). The system was modified to 
meet the requirements of Java™ using CLDC 1.1, Connected Limited Device 
Configuration (Sun Microsystems 2003) and MIDP 2.0, Mobile Information 
Device Profile (Motorola 2002). At the time, the Nokia 6680 had an average 
MIDP 2.0 performance according to the result database of the JBenchmark 
J2ME benchmarking tool (see JBenchmark Home Page 2006). The synthesizer 
needed some adjustments before it could be implemented. For example, the 
Java™ used in MIDP 2.0 only supported integers.  

The structure of the synthesis was common for rule-based synthesizers 
(Klatt 1980). The structure is shown in Figure 11. The horizontal line in the 
figure presents the division between high-level synthesis and signal generation 
which is the actual formation of the sound signal.  
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Figure 11. The figure shows the structure of the speech synthesizer and the 
synthesis phases on the mobile platform. The horizontal dotted line separates the 
high level synthesizer from the signal generator. The figure is taken from Paper 
VIII. 
 

The implementation was reviewed by measuring its capabilities for a 
real-time speech synthesis (Paper VIII). The performance of the synthesizer was 
tested with six sentences with various lengths (approx. 3-11 seconds). The 
synthesis procedure was divided into two stages; high level synthesis and signal 
generation which could be measured in time. Our main concern was the high-
level synthesis, whilst the signal generator was only used to produce the speech 
signal. To measure the performance we needed a suitable approach to measure 
the time used in comparison to the duration of the resulting synthesized 
sentence, and thus a time cost ratio was developed. This means that the time 
consumed to synthesize the sentence was divided by the duration of the 
synthesized sentence, e.g. if it took one second to synthesize a 2-second 
sentence, the time cost ratio would be 0.5. If the time cost ratio was less than 
one, it could be said that the synthesizer works in real time. 
  The results showed that the system did not work in real time as a whole. 
The time cost ratio varied from 1.59 to 4.44, worsening along with the length of 
the sentence. The performance, however, was clearly due to the signal 
generation process, in which the time cost ratio varied from 1.30 to 4.18. In the 
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high-level synthesis, the time cost ratio varied from 0.29 to 0.45, and it was not 
directly dependent on the length of the sentence.  
 Since the publication of Paper VIII in the summer 2006, we have made 
some improvements to the signal generation process. First, we lowered the 
sampling frequency from 16 kHz to 8 kHz, which had no significant effect on 
the voice quality. Also, we added a simple threading to the system. Now the 
high-level synthesizer, the signal generator, and the wave player (see Figure 11) 
are all separated into different threads, which make it possible to overlap the 
processes, e.g. simultaneously playing the synthesis while creating a new one in 
the background. We also added new and improved phonemes to the system and 
enhanced the letter-to-phoneme translation. However, these modifications were 
not reviewed or published. 
 At the time of the study there were not many, if any, speech synthesizers 
on mobile platforms available on the market. However, they started to emerge at 
a fast pace in the following years. Nowadays, the speech synthesizer is almost a 
standard accessory in a mobile phone. However, if we compare the quality of 
synthetic speech to the system available now we find little or no development in 
the naturalness or intelligibility. The synthesizers that use other methods than 
rule-based synthesis may have slightly better naturalness, but still they seem to 
make errors with, or even lack, the basic phonetic rules of prosody, e.g. 
segmental durations and fundamental frequency. One might suspect that the 
approach developers have chosen is too much focused on engineering speech 
than understanding the basics of phonetics. As far as intelligibility is concerned, 
our system is still competing even with the best systems on the market. The 
controllability of the rule-based system makes it easy to enhance such prosodic 
features that make it easier to understand synthetic speech. For example, we can 
modify the fundamental frequency to make the words more isolated or lengthen 
the segmental durations to slow down the articulation rate without comprising 
the intelligibility, or we can strengthen the boundary-adjacent effects to isolate 
the utterances better. 
 When developing technologies such as speech synthesis or any other 
(speech) technology, it should be considered what kind of an impact it may have 
on the society in which it is used. In the next chapter, we consider the ethical 
impact a new technology may have. 

 

3.6 Ethical issues 
 
When developing a speech synthesizer or any other speech technology, its 
impact on ethical issues should always be considered. During our project with 
speech synthesis we decided to take a closer look at the issues that might come 
up as synthesizers are improving at a fast pace.  
 In our study, we considered the possibility that synthesized voice cannot 
be distinguished from the person it imitates (Paper VII). This view was 
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Case Type Solvent

Right to ones voice

Misuse of ones voice

Borderline cases

Ownership of voice

Human right

Not a real ethical issues

Legislation

Usage in humoristic ways

Usage for commercial purposes

IPR?

Copyrighted property?

Patent?

Producer’s responsibilities

User’s responsibilities

Technical solutions

Compensation

considered from three perspectives: 1) Is there a right to one’s voice, and if so, 
what kind of right? 2) What are the borderline cases, if any, and how should they 
be solved? 3) What uses are clearly permissible and what are clearly not 
permissible? (Paper VII). 

The answers found varied from technical solutions to legal remedies. 
Also, we compared the situation with similar problems found in other fields of 
technological development (see e.g. Weckert & Adeney 1994, Evans & 
Mahoney 2004).  

The overall conclusion of this study (Paper VII) was that the 
technological development is likely to cause misuses which can be either 
borderline cases, which need to be considered from an ethical point of view or 
cases that are clearly misuses and need to be addressed in legislation. In 
addition, the design and implementation of such technology has to cater the 
possibility of such misuse, whether it is about the natural rights of the person it 
imitates or the duties of the user and the producer, and, of course, the 
consequences of such software which are often very hard to predict. In the next 
figure we present the ethical issues in the development of speech synthesis with 
capabilities to imitate a person’s voice. 

 

 

 
Figure 12. In this figure we see the threefold problem of synthesis development.  
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Chapter 4 
 
 

Conclusion 
 
In this thesis we set three main goals: a better knowledge of segmental durations 
in Finnish, a feasibility study of the speech synthesis technology on limited 
platforms, and philosophical considerations of ethical issues in speech synthesis 
development. The following chapter 4.1 answers the research questions set in the 
beginning. 

4.1 Summary of the publications 

 
In this chapter we compile the publications included with short summaries. The 
summaries do not include any new information not mentioned in the previous 
chapters of this dissertation. Any additions to the results added in the thesis are 
attached after publications with similar topic. 
 

Paper I  

The Role of Duration in Finnish Rule-Based TTS 
Tuomo Saarni, Jussi Hakokari, Tapio Salakoski, Jouni Isoaho, Olli Aaltonen. 
Speech Analysis, Synthesis and Recognition, Applications of Phonetics, 
September 19-23, 2005, AGH University of Science and Technology, Kraków, 
Poland. 
 
In this paper we studied the segmental durations for the speech synthesizer to 
better model the Finnish prosody. We applied simple scripting procedures to a 
speech corpus to find statistical patterns, or word models as we called them, and 
implemented them into the speech synthesizer.  

The word models were built by dividing letters into seven categories: 
long and short plosives, non-plosive consonants, vowels and diphthongs. Each 
word in the corpus was then assigned a word model by placing the letters into 
these seven categories. Similar words were then in the same word model, e.g. the 
words ‘kissa’ and ‘pannu’ (‘a cat’ and ‘a pan’ respectively). Then the mean 
duration of each phoneme in a word model was calculated. When a sentence was 
synthesized the durations were taken from the similar word model. 
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It had been shown that the durations of individual phones are highly 
sensitive to their position within the word (e.g. Lehtonen 1970). In our previous 
study we discovered that word models may improve naturalness in long 
sentences (Hakokari et al. 2005a). The synthesizer was now used in a listening 
test to find out whether more detailed word models improve the naturalness of 
the synthesis when compared to fixed segmental durations. Once again, the word 
models appeared to improve naturalness in longer speech stimuli, but not in the 
shorter ones. 15 out of the 21 participants preferred the word model stimulus 
when the stimulus was considered to be long, but the result was only 8/21 
participants when the stimulus was short. 
 
Paper II 

Determining Prepausal Lengthening for Finnish Rule-Based Speech 

Synthesis 

Jussi Hakokari, Tuomo Saarni, Tapio Salakoski, Jouni Isoaho, Olli Aaltonen. 
Speech Analysis, Synthesis and Recognition, Applications of Phonetics, 
September 19-23, 2005, AGH University of Science and Technology, Kraków, 
Poland. 
 
This study investigated prepausal lengthening (or final lengthening) in Finnish. 
The motivation of the study was to implement the possible effects into the 
speech synthesizer to increase the naturalness of the synthesized speech. We 
used a single-speaker corpus to estimate the level of lengthening in final, 
penultimate, and other words of the utterances. The data was divided into 
categories of vowels and consonants (separating the long and the short), but the 
amount of prepausal lengthening effect was also calculated for the individual 
phonemes in the final word position.  
 The procedure collected phonemes from the final, penultimate and other 
words. Then the mean duration of the phoneme category was calculated within 
the word (e.g. short vowels in the final words). The phonemes were compared 
against the positions (e.g. short vowels in final, penultimate and other positions). 
For the individual phonemes, the phones in the final words were compared 
against all other phones of the same phoneme (e.g. /i/ phonemes in final and in 
other positions of the utterances in the corpus).  

The results show a clear lengthening in the final word and a slight effect 
remaining for the penultimate words as well. The lengthening in the final word 
varied from 23.4 per cent (short vowels) to 50.9 per cent (long consonants). The 
penultimate words were only slightly lengthened, 2.5-6.0%. The lengthening of 
individual phonemes varied greatly. In short vowels the scale of lengthening 
varied from 17.3-34.8 per cent, whilst for the long vowels the scale was 17.8-
52.7 per cent. In the consonants, the greatest lengthening was shown in the 

sibilant /�/, 132.2% (N.B. N=4 in final word position) and in the long consonant 
tremulant /r:/, 91.9% (N.B. N=9 in final word position). For reference, the most 
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common consonant /t/ was lengthened by 27.0 per cent (N=669 in the final word 
position). However, there was a consonant that was actually shortened in the 

final word position, /g/ by -7.3 per cent (N=7), but the /g/ and /�/ sounds both 
only occur in non-Finnish loan words. 

The study was the first to show that Finnish does have lengthening 
effect in the final word position, even though there were misconceptions in 
previous literature that Finnish along with some other quantity languages would 
somehow resist it (e.g. Vaissiere 1983).  
 
 
Paper III 

Segmental Duration in Utterance-Initial Environment: Evidence from 

Finnish Speech Corpora 
Tuomo Saarni, Jussi Hakokari, Jouni Isoaho, Olli Aaltonen and Tapio Salakoski. 
FinTAL 2006, 5th International Conference on Natural Language Processing, 
23-25 August 2006. 
 
This study reported the utterance-initial segmental durations in Finnish. The 
research was based on the comparison of two qualitatively different speech 
corpora (multi-speaker vs. single-speaker) and it was carried out on a phone 
level.  

The phonemes were divided into categories of vowels, diphthongs, 
plosives and non-plosive consonants with their phonologically short and long 
counterparts. Information was gathered on each phone, including the phone’s 
position in the utterance (e.g. first, second, third etc. phone in the utterance), the 
phoneme category (e.g. short vowel), and duration in milliseconds. Then each 
phone in the category was arranged in descending order by position, and mean 
duration was calculated for each position (e.g. mean duration of all short vowels 
in the first position). The category was presented position-by-position with the 
confidence limit (p≤0.05).   

The results show initial lengthening in vowels and diphthongs, and 
initial shortening in long plosives. The vowels and diphthongs were significantly 
lengthened in the first position. The long plosives were shortened in the third 
position, but not significantly in the second position. The results were 
ambivalent for other categories. Surprisingly, the results show no significant 
difference between the corpora. 
 
Paper IV 

Utterance-initial Duration of Finnish Non-plosive Consonants 
Tuomo Saarni, Jussi Hakokari, Olli Aaltonen, Jouni Isoaho, Tapio Salakoski. 
NODALIDA 2007, the 16th Nordic Conference of Computational Linguistics, 
25-26 May 2007 Tartu, Estonia. 
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In this study we investigated the segmental durations in the utterance-initial 
position using two qualitatively different speech corpora. The study concentrated 
on non-plosive consonants due to the fact that our previous study showed no 
effects for non-plosive consonants (Paper III) when studied as a category.  

The use of two corpora was based on the comparability of qualitatively 
different speech corpora. The aim was to find lengthening or shortening effects 
on the initial positions of an utterance in a boundary-adjacent area. The segments 
were selected to be phones to achieve a detailed level of the phenomena of the 
articulation rate. Each phoneme was treated similarly to the phoneme categories 
in Paper III which provided positional behavior on a phoneme-by-phoneme level 
of each individual non-plosive consonant.  

The results show all possible combinations; lengthening, shortening, and 
no effect depending on the phoneme in question. Phonemes /s/ and /r/ were 
lengthened significantly in the first position and slightly in the second position. 
The phonemes /m/, /j/, /v/ (in multi-speaker corpus only), /h/, and /n/ (in MS 
only) were shortened in the initial area. The lengthening or shortening only 
occurred in the very first positions, with the exception of the phoneme /h/ in 
multi-speaker corpus which was shortened all the way till the fourth position. 
The comparison between the corpora showed minor differences. Never in the 
initial positions was there a situation where another corpus would have showed 
shortening whilst the other showed lengthening.  

In addition to paper III and IV, we studied articulation rate in utterances 
and discovered that the initial words were articulated faster than the other words 
in the utterance. The results showed also, that the prominence was extremely 
rare in the initial word. 
 
Paper V 

Measuring Relative Articulation Rate in Finnish Utterances 
Jussi Hakokari, Tuomo Saarni, Tapio Salakoski, Jouni Isoaho, Olli Aaltonen. 
ICPhS The International Congress of Phonetic Sciences 2007, 6-10 August 2007 
Saarbrucken, Germany 
 
In this paper we studied final lengthening in Finnish using two methods to show 
how often final lengthening is present in utterances of 2-5 words and how much 
there is final lengthening in utterances of 2-9 words. At the same time we 
studied how often and how much there is initial shortening. The material used 
was combined from the single- and multi-speaker corpora. 

The study used a relative measuring method that compared the phone 
lengths within the same utterance to eliminate the effect of variable speaking 
rates between utterances and speakers. In this methodology the duration of a 
phone was divided by the mean duration of the phones in the same category in 
the material. The entire word was then given a coefficient which was the mean 
value of the phones in the word. Finally, each word was rank-ordered by their 
coefficients. The rank order shows which word in the utterance was uttered most 
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slowly etc. The rank-ordering was carried out for all utterances of 2-5 words. In 
the other experiment the amount of final lengthening was studied by tracing the 
coefficients as a sign of speech rate for each word in respective order. This time 
the coefficient was used to calculate the mean speaking rate for each word in the 
same position (e.g. final position of every 5-word sentence). The result showed 
how the speaking rate progressed in all utterances of 2-9 words. 

The results were compared against a similar study carried out on 
Swedish (Hansson 2003). Results show that 85-75 per cent of the utterances are 
affected by final lengthening, and 85-49 per cent are initially shortened. The 
results were remarkably similar to those reached in the study on Swedish, even 
though the languages in question are not related. The articulation rate seems to 
be considerably faster in the beginning of the utterance and slow down towards 
the end of the utterance, whilst the final word is articulated significantly more 
slowly than the penultimate one. 
 
Paper VI 

Utterance-level Normalization for Relative Articulation Rate Analysis 

Tuomo Saarni, Jussi Hakokari, Jouni Isoaho, Tapio Salakoski. 
Interspeech 2008 incorporating SST'08, 22-26 September 2008, Brisbane, 
Australia. 
 
In this paper we described a normalization method for analyzing speech corpus 
with several speakers and articulation rates. The method was developed to 
decrease the inter- and intra-speaker variation effect in the study of segmental 
durations. Normalization is needed when the corpus has utterances of variable 
lengths and articulation rates, and the various speaking rates of different 
speakers affect the duration of segments. The method was then used to study 
final lengthening in Finnish using speech corpora of several speakers and 
speaking styles.  
 In the study we described a digestible normalization method suitable for 
speech material with several trends of variation. Firstly, intra-speaker variability 
means that a speaker uses variable speaking rates between utterances. Secondly, 
inter-speaker variability means that different speakers may use different 
speaking rates. Problems arise e.g. if we are interested in studying the speaking 
rate in final positions of utterance and a slow-speaking participant uses only 
short sentences and produces more utterances than others, as the segments in the 
final position are greatly affected by this slower speaker. Our solution was to 
handle each utterance as an entity with its own speaking rate behavior. The 
approach divides the phones in the utterance into phoneme categories and 
calculates the mean duration of each category by using the representative phone 
durations. If there is only one representative, the category is discarded for this 
utterance. Then each position is given a coefficient which is calculated by 
dividing the duration of the phone in position by the mean duration of its 
phoneme category. This is done with all of the utterances in the material. After 
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this, we can calculate the mean coefficient for each position of each utterance, 
e.g. the final position of the whole utterance. Each utterance is then equal and a 
slower speaking rate does not affect it?? as much as with the absolute durations. 

To present the use of the normalization methodology, we used the 
approach to demonstrate final lengthening in the multi-speaker corpus. The 
results show the pattern of final lengthening in Finnish on a phone level with 
statistical significance (p≤0.05). The results substantiate the views of our 
previous studies (Paper VI, Paper II). The results also support White (2002), 
who claims that there is no support for the domain span effect, but for the 
domain edge effects (Paper VI).  

In addition to papers II, V, and VI, we studied the effect of prominence 
in final lengthening. The results showed that the prominence has a little or no 
effect at all on the occurrence of final lengthening. Thus, Finnish has final 
lengthening that is not dependent on prominence. Also, our additional studies 
showed that final lengthening is distinct even after the material is both 
normalized from inter- and intra-speaker variation and the prominence is 
extracted from the material. It was also showed, that final lengthening is 
statistically significant even after the prominent words were excluded. 
 
Paper VII 

Right to one’s voice?  
Kai K. Kimppa & Tuomo Saarni. Ethicomp 2008, The Tenth ETHICOMP 
International Conference on the Social and Ethical Impacts of Information and 
Communication Technology, 24-26 September 2008, Mantua, Italy.  
 
In this paper we considered the ethical issues raised by the fast development of 
speech synthesis systems. This has become important since synthesizers are 
achieving a level where it is hard to distinguish the person whose voice is copied 
from the computer. We were interested in the ownership of a person’s voice as 
well as in the ethical questions related to copying this voice. This paper provided 
an overlook to the technology of speech synthesis and other related speech 
applications. 
 The ethical and social questions were divided into three categories: right 
to one’s voice, misuse of one’s voice, and borderline cases. Firstly, we had to 
consider whether we have ownership of our voice, whether it is a natural human 
right, or neither. Ownership could be compared to IPRs, copyrighted properties 
or patents, all of which are problematic. The misuse of such a high-level speech 
synthesis is quite clear in the sense that it could be easily used in morally 
unacceptable ways, but these problems cannot be considered as “real” ethical 
issues. The borderline cases are the hardest to grasp. Such cases would include 
the use of personated voice for comedy purposes or in TV commercials, or even 
in commercial products. These cases should be considered individually.  
 On the technical side of the issue, what are the responsibilities of the 
producer? Should the program contain a solution that restrains misuse and how 
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far should the restrains extend? We suggested that a study of the programs’ 
effects should be carried out. Another possibility would be a watermark that 
gives out the user in a misuse situation. On the legal side, compensation for the 
person whose voice is used should be considered.  
 
Paper VII 

Implementing a Rule-Based Speech Synthesizer on a Mobile Platform  
Tuomo Saarni, Jyri Paakkulainen, Tuomas Mäkilä, Jussi Hakokari, Olli 
Aaltonen, Jouni Isoaho and Tapio Salakoski. FinTAL 2006, 5th International 
Conference on Natural Language Processing, 23-25 August 2006.  
 
In this paper we presented an approach to implement a Finnish speech 
synthesizer on a mobile platform. In this case, the mobile platform was a Java™-
supported mobile phone, but the base could have been any similar platform with 
limited resources. This paper showed the structure of the synthesizer and 
evaluated its performance.  
 The mobile phone (Nokia 6680) that was used supported Java™MIDP 
2.0 (Motorola 2002) and CLDC 1.1 (Sun Microsystems 2003). Originally, the 
synthesis program was made for personal computers, but the rule-based method 
used only required relatively limited storage space and computing capabilities. 
Therefore it was suitable for a limited device platform. The paper showed in 
detail the steps of the synthesis methods used in the program. The methods were 
divided into high level and signal generation phases. The synthesis itself was 
done on the high level and the acoustic signal was generated in the signal 
generator, based on Klatt (1980).  
 The performance was tested with six sentences of various lengths. The 
duration of the sentences varied from 3.06 to 10.68 seconds. The synthesis 
procedure was divided on the program level into two stages (high level and 
signal generation) which could be measured in time. To measure the 
performance we needed a suitable approach to measure the time used in 
comparison to the duration of the resulting synthesized sentence, and thus a time 

cost ratio was developed. This means that the time consumed to synthesize the 
sentence was divided by the duration of the synthesized sentence, e.g. if it took 1 
second to synthesize a 2-second sentence, the time cost ratio would be 0.5. If the 
time cost ratio was less than one, it could be said that the synthesizer works in 
real time. 
 The results showed that the system did not work in real time. The time 
cost ratio varied from 1.59 to 4.44, worsening along with the length of the 
sentence. The performance, however, was clearly due to the signal generation, in 
which the time cost ratio varied from 1.30 to 4.18. In the high level synthesis, 
the time cost ratio varied from 0.29 to 0.45, and it was not directly dependent on 
the length of the sentence. The results hinted that to achieve a real-time synthesis 
the signal generator must be developed further. However, at the time of the 
study, a speech synthesizer on a mobile phone was still an oddity. 
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4.2 Conclusion and future work 

Whilst speech provides such an effective way to communicate, we will be faced 
with speech technology increasingly in the future. Speech technology will be 
implemented as biometric identifiers, speech synthesizers, and speech 
recognizers, to name a few. The technology will evolve, and it is only a matter of 
time before all of these technologies are commonly available.  
 This dissertation is a part of this future trend. Although we only 
scratched the surface of this wide field of speech technology, we touched the 
essence of speech by approaching the implementation of technology from the 
perspectives of naturalness, intelligibility, and controllability. Naturalness, the 
human-like aspect and factor, is the key in making the speech synthesizers 
accepted by the masses. Intelligibility can be seen as the capability to go beyond 
human speech by producing synthesized speech that is even more error-tolerant 
than natural human speech. Controllability is the capability to glide between 
naturalness, intelligibility, and any other aspects of speech that we can create, 
and thereby master.  
 The future remains open for some aspects covered in this dissertation. 
Will the discourse on the universality of final lengthening be opened? Would the 
study of universality be the direction in which to proceed? Especially, it would 
be interesting to study the cause of FL from the biological point of view, as 
suggested earlier to be the origin of the phenomenon.  

Also, there are interesting technological roads left to uncover for future 
studies. One of these could be other platforms with limited resources than 
mobile phones, e.g. any household items with computing capabilities. In 
addition, the intelligibility capabilities of a rule-based speech synthesizer should 
be studied separately on the basis of naturalness. One possible application could 
be the announcement systems in public places with a lot of noise. 

Whatever the direction of the study, it should be kept in mind that 
whenever studying an interesting phenomenon, whether it is an effect in 
segmental durations or a new application of speech synthesis, the purpose of the 
study should not be limited to getting to the bottom of the phenomenon, but to 
decrease the confusion in the matter. As Hawkins & Blakeslee (2004) so 
exquisitely summed up, too often science is attracted by the trivial details when 
the entirety is lost. Similarly, we have to remind ourselves to sometimes take a 
step back and consider whether we are approaching the matter wisely. With this 
in mind, it is good to end this dissertation. 
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